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    State accountability systems, standardized testing, and the edu-
cational equity effects of both accountability and testing have been
hotly contested topics in recent educational policy discourse
(McNeil, 2000).  In general, these debates have been characterized
by polarization, reductionism, and reaction formation that have
hampered study of the complexity and variability of these issues.
In other words, accountability and standardized testing have been
characterized as either having all positive or, more typically, all
negative effects on educational equity.
    My purpose in this paper not to discuss the larger debate about
accountability and educational equity (as my colleagues and I have
done other places; see Scheurich, Skrla, & Johnson, 2000), but to
attempt to broaden and/or deepen the debate somewhat by intro-
ducing into the discussion support for a potentially positive benefit
of accountability policy and standardized testing on educational
equity that, thus far, has received insufficient attention from re-
searchers and policy analysts.  That is, particular configurations of
state accountability and standardized testing can impact positively
both teacher expectations for student achievement and instructional
practices intended to improve achievement, particularly for chil-
dren of color and children from low income homes.  These stu-
dents can benefit in several specific ways from having their teach-
ers held accountable for their performance on standardized tests.
Furthermore, the benefits may be cumulative, producing long-term
effects that far transcend what is measured by a single-year assess-
ment of academic progress.
Background and Theoretical Framework
    The so-called achievement gap in U.S. public schooling, i.e., the
widespread and enduring underachievement of children of color
and children from low-income homes compared to that of their
white and middle- and upper-income peers has been one of the
main foci of educational researchers for the past half century (Lewis,
Jeppsen, & Casserly, 1999).  As mentioned earlier, it also has played
a prominent role in recent debates about accountability policy.
Despite this heavy interest from educational researchers, despite
decades of educational policy interventions, and despite a plethora
of remedial, compensatory, and “special” programs enacted in
schools, the achievement gap between the school performance of
white children and children from economically advantaged homes
and the school performance of children of color and children from
low-income homes remains large, regardless of how school achieve-
ment is defined or measured.
    There have been, however, individual classrooms, individual
school campuses, and, increasingly, entire school districts in which

these achievement gaps have been significantly diminished or even
eliminated.  Though doubtless the persistence of achievement gaps
in schools is tied to larger social, political, and economic inequities
in U.S. society (Anderson, in press; Parker, in press) the existence
of successful models of schooling for children of color and chil-
dren from low income homes demonstrates that a child’s race, neigh-
borhood, family, or economic circumstances does not inevitably
predict the extent to which he or she can be academically success-
ful in school.  There are, in other words, what Ronald Edmonds
(1986) called “school effects.”  The way schools are organized and
lead and what teachers expect from children in classrooms can and
do make a difference in student achievement, particularly in schools
that serve primarily children of color and children from low in-
come homes.  As Kati Haycock (2001) put it, “schools matter.”
    In her work with the Education Trust, Haycock traveled around
the country talking to various groups of people about the school
achievement gap and about what needs to be done to close it. The
young people she interviewed compellingly explained the ways in
which schools, and what the people in them believe and do, matter:

They talk about teachers who often do not know the sub-
jects that they are teaching. They talk about counselors who
consistently underestimate their potential and place them in
lower-level courses. They talk about principals who dismiss
their concerns. And they talk about a curriculum and a set of
expectations that feel so miserably low-level that they liter-
ally bore the students right out the school door. When we
ask, “What about the things that the adults are always talk-
ing about—neighborhood violence, single-parent homes, and
so on?”—the young people’s responses are fascinating.
“Sure, those things matter,” they say. “But what hurts us
more is that you teach us less.”

The miserably low-level curriculum and expectations that the stu-
dents Haycock interviewed described result from prevailing defi-
cit views of the educability of children of color and children from
low-income homes that pervade U.S. schools, which Angela
Valenzuela (1999) called “subtractive schooling.”
    Put simply, most U.S. educators—superintendents, principals,
counselors, teachers, and, yes, education professors—simply do
not believe that children of color and children from low income
homes can or will be academically successful at the same levels as
white children and children from middle- and upper-income homes.
Even though “all children can learn” has been the most popular
mantra in education for the past 20 years, deep inside, most of us
do not believe we will see in our lifetimes the elimination of the
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achievement gap.  The explanations and ex-
cuses we offer ourselves for the perpetua-
tion of the gap vary, but the point I wish to
emphasize here is that the expectations of
teachers for the achievement of children of
color and children from low-income homes,
and the instructional practices tied to those
expectations, are critically important factors
in how successful these children are in
school (Ferguson, 1998).  Furthermore, the
consequences of low expectations and poor
teaching over the course of a child’s school
career are cumulative and substantial
(Haycock, 2001).
    Ferguson (1998) found that teacher expec-
tations for and behaviors toward students
may be strongly influenced by their perfor-
mance on standardized tests. Additionally he
found that the effects of teacher perceptions
(based on past student performance on stan-
dardized tests) on future student performance
was “almost three times as great for African
American students as for whites.  Effects
[were] also larger for girls and for children
from low-income families”  (pp. 286-287).
Ferguson found additional supporting evi-
dence for the differential effects of teacher
expectations in qualitative studies he re-
viewed, such as Gross’s work:  “[African
American] students felt ‘deep frustration at
the incidents of racism they had experienced
in the lower expectations they had perceived
from teachers and other students’ ” (p. 291).

    State accountability systems that hold
teachers accountable for fixed and equitable
levels of student performance can intervene
in deficit teacher expectations that contrib-
ute to the  maintenance of the achievement
gap.  Evidence of how this type of interven-
tion might operate emerged from the find-
ings a research project involving four highly
successful Texas districts that I, along with
colleagues from the University of Texas at
Austin, conducted during the 1999-2000
school year.  The teachers interviewed for
the study on which this paper is based—el-
ementary, middle, and high school teachers
in four districts that had demonstrated sub-
stantial, sustained progress in improving
learning outcomes for all students—articu-
lated viewpoints that were, on the whole,
positive toward the impact accountability
had on their expectations for their students
and on their ability to successfully teach the
children in their classrooms.
    One of the central research questions for
our study was what major changes had taken
place in the schools in these districts (from
the perspectives of our interviewees) that
lead to improved and more equitable student
performance.  The responses from all levels
including superintendents, board members,
principals, parents, community members,
business leaders, and especially classroom
teachers foregrounded the essential role that
the Texas accountability system and the stan-
dardized testing that is a central component
of it (Texas Assessment of Academic Skills
or TAAS) played in the transformations of
these districts.  The Texas accountability
system is based on a criterion referenced test,
disaggregates data by racial and socioeco-
nomic group, and holds schools and districts
accountable for reaching the same perfor-
mance standards for all student groups.
Thus, beginning in 1993-94, teachers all over
the state, including those in classrooms
populated primarily by children of color and
children from low income homes, had to
adapt to new accountability demands that
required certain percentages of all student
groups to pass the state assessment.
Study Methodology
    Four Texas public school districts, with
student populations ranging from 8,000 to
50,000, served as the study sites for the
project.  These districts were selected for a
multi-year, grant-funded study because they
all had demonstrated success in improving
the achievement on state accountability tests
of children from low income homes and chil-
dren of color and in closing the achievement

gaps between the performance of these chil-
dren and that of white, middleclass students.
These districts were also selected based on
a broad range of other quantitative evidence
of improvement in academic performance
(for all student groups, including African
American, Latino/a American, white, and
economically disadvantaged) on other indi-
cators, such as SAT/ACT scores, dropout
rates, 9th grade retention rates, enrollments
in academically rigorous high school pro-
grams, Algebra end-of-course tests (broadly
recognized as the gatekeeper course to col-
lege prep curricula), and Advanced Place-
ment (AP) results.  The four districts selected
for study; Aldine Independent School Dis-
trict, Brazosport Independent School Dis-
trict, San Benito Consolidated Independent
School District, and Wichita Falls Indepen-
dent School District; were racially, economi-
cally, and geographically diverse.
    A team of six researchers (three profes-
sors and three doctoral students) conducted
on-site, qualitative research in the four dis-
tricts in fall 1999 and spring 2000.  While in
the districts, the researchers interviewed
board members, superintendents, central of-
fice staff, principals, teachers, parents, news-
paper staff, and business leaders.  They also
shadowed district staff and principals, ob-
served classrooms, and attended community
functions. The research team audio-recorded
over 200 individual and group interviews
and collected thousands of pages of obser-
vation notes and documents.  Data analysis
began on the first day of the first site visit,
included twice daily team-debriefing ses-
sions, and continued for six months follow-
ing the completion of site visits. The research
team also utilized qualitative research soft-
ware, Folio Views 4.2, to assist in the iden-
tification of findings from the large volume
of interview transcripts and documents.  (For
a longer, more in-depth discussion of the
study methodology, see Skrla, Scheurich, &
Johnson, 2000)
Results
    Teachers in our study districts may not
have believed that their students were ca-
pable of meeting the demands of the Texas
accountability system during the early part
of its implementation, but they were, none-
theless, forced to change their practices and
to attempt to get their students to pass the
tests.  As one central office administrator put
it:

I think state accountability has been
a good thing.  That is has gotten ev-
eryone focused and showed people
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where we are or where we were and where we need to be.  I
think it’s unfortunate that it took that to have to accomplish
what should be accomplished anyway.  There is no doubt in
my mind that this district would not be where it is without it
because we suddenly decided we were not where we needed
to be and that we were going to get there.

This idea that the state accountability data (especially during the
first years of the system when student performance across the state
and in the study districts was alarmingly low) “showed people where
we were” leads to the first area of findings:  accountability data
required teachers to confront the low and inequitable performance
of students of color and students from low income homes in their
classrooms.
Accountability Reveals Low and Inequitable Achievement
    The research team heard over and over in our interviews that the
reality of the accountability data for schools, classrooms, and cam-
puses made people face up to the fact that they were not educating
all children equally well. Prior to the advent of state accountability
in these districts, children of color and children from low income
homes were not expected by the overwhelming majority of educa-
tors to perform well academically, and their failure to do so was
ignored or explained away as inevitable.  The new Texas system,
however, interfered with this cultural norm by displaying all the
available data for all groups of students for every school in the
state and labeling it either acceptable or unacceptable.  Those re-
ceiving unacceptable (or “low performing,” which is state’s desig-
nation for schools and districts that fail to meet minimum passing
standards on TAAS) ratings were forced to publicly confront the
unpalatable reality about the performance of their students.  As one
high school teacher described this realization:  “We were looking
at standardized test scores, and the scores were low.  A lot of people
had this idea that our kids don’t have the scheme, they don’t have
the background, the don’t have the abilities to do this.”   Another
teacher said that it was “very heartbreaking . . . when scores were
put up and you saw you students.”
Initial Efforts Result in Improved TAAS Scores and
Rising Expectations
    As teachers in these four districts began to focus on the reality of
low and inequitable performance revealed by the state account-
ability system, they also began to make some initial efforts to raise
the TAAS passing rates for all groups of students.  Typically, these
first efforts were fairly traditional in format, limited in scope, and
focused only on raising TAAS scores.  Regrettably, sometimes the
schools and districts focused only on the so-called “bubble kids,”
the students who were within a few test question of either passing
or failing the test, and virtually ignored the students who were sure
to pass, and also expended little effort on those students who were
sure to fail.  As limited and perhaps questionable as the early ef-
forts were, they resulted in improved passing rates and rising ex-
pectations for what levels of achievement were possible with the
students the teachers had in their classrooms—the same students
whom the teachers previously had little hope of educating success-
fully. As one high school teacher explained, “We [the teachers] just
got together and said, ‘These are the expectations and our students
can do it.’ As soon as you realize that they could do it, and you start
accepting that this is what’s going to happen, the scores started
going up.”

More Refined Efforts Result in Helpful Structure
of Teaching and Learning
    As teachers, whole schools, and, eventually, entire districts
achieved good results with initial efforts to focus on raising test
scores, and as expectations rose, campuses and districts developed
increasingly more systematized and structured approaches to us-
ing disaggregated student performance data for instructional plan-
ning, to vertically and horizontally aligning curriculum, and to
benchmarking student achievement frequently and consistently.
Brazosport’s widely-copied “8 Step Process” was an example of
this.  Teachers we interviewed expressed positive appreciation for
the support and consistency provided by these processes, in con-
trast to the “every teacher for himself/herself” situation that ex-
isted prior to the advent of accountability. One elementary teacher
revealed the sentiments of many when she

I feel like [the district’s instructional framework] is like a
road map.  In 1976 when I came to the district straight out of
college, there wasn’t a road map for a new teacher.  You
came in the classroom, and you had a classroom, and you
had some books on the shelf that you had to teach.  And,
yes, you had your curriculum guides.  But you just didn’t
necessarily have a road map.  The [district framework] is
going to walk you through everything that you need to do.
And it doesn’t just carry over in TAAS subjects.  It carries
over in your spelling, your reading.  It’s a road map that is
going to help new and not so new instructors in our district
to go where we need to go and be successful.

TAAS Success Leads to Improved Practice and
Higher Goals for All Children
    With the “road map” provided by district-developed structures,
improvement on the campuses in the four study districts became
continual.  These schools did not stop once they achieved initial
success on TAAS.  Nor were they content with having aligned cur-
ricula and benchmark assessments.  They continued to seek to im-
prove their instructional programs to serve more and more students
better and better and, in doing so, adopted many curricular, instruc-
tional, and professional development practices that researchers and
“experts” have been advocating for many years.  Inclusion, aca-
demic teaming, collaborative planning, elimination of tracking, and
infusion of multicultural curricula were just a few of the “best prac-
tices” whose implementation was triggered by efforts to improve
schools’ performance in the accountability system.
    Additionally, adoption of good instructional practices and suc-
cess on TAAS lead in these schools and districts to the snowball
effect of continually rising expectations that transcended TAAS
and surpassed the state’s accountability requirements.  In the words
of a high school teacher:  “Success encourages success too.  We see
more and more of our kids going to college.  And that helps to
realize these kids can go to college.  When our TAAS scores came
up a little bit, they can come up more.  I think it snowballs.”
    The educators in the four student districts talked to the inter-
viewers about expectations for success for all students on chal-
lenging standards, such as the state Algebra End-of-Course test, a
illustrated by this quote from a central office curriculum specialist:

Our schools have pretty well figured out what it takes to be
successful on TAAS math….But if you’re not tending to
Algebra I, that is the gatekeeper course.  If you’re not tend-
ing to Algebra I, then your upper level indicators are not
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being tended to.  You are never going to get calculus stu-
dents, you’re never going to get SAT scores, never going to
get National Merit Scholars, that sort of thing unless you’re
building a good solid mathematics program.  So, my focus
has been on Algebra I.

Clearly, the attentions of this interviewee had turned away from
TAAS and on to improving equity in performance on college pre-
paratory curricula.  Perhaps one of the most passionate and com-
pelling statements to the effect that success in her school meant
achievement far “beyond TAAS” came from an elementary bilin-
gual education teacher:

I just don’t allow [poverty] to be one of the stumbling blocks
for my children.  Okay, yes, they don’t have enough money.
Yes, they live in poor conditions.  Yes, you know…they don’t
get Christmas gifts.  Too bad.  I can teach these children
because they are just like everybody else.  They just have a
little bit less money, or a little less exposure to things. But
that doesn’t mean they can’t learn…When I’m in that class-
room I expect a lot.  When I’m teaching I take them beyond
what they need to know to be successful on TAAS.  So when
TAAS comes it’s like a piece of cake, because I have taken
them beyond that so that they can be successful.  Personally
if one of my kids fails, I feel very responsible…How can I
allow a child to not be successful?  I just can’t allow myself
to let that child not be successful.  I don’t care what…. It’s
my fault if that child wasn’t successful.

Conclusion
    As the words of teachers interviewed for this study illustrate,
interacting with high stakes accountability changed what they did
in their classrooms to ensure the success of all their students.  Other
researchers studying accountability and testing have interviewed
teachers in Texas and elsewhere who have had different, less posi-
tive, views of the effects of accountability on their classroom prac-
tices (McNeil, 2000; Valenzuela, 1999).  As with any policy imple-
mentation, the results of state mandated accountability in Texas
have translated down through multiple levels of implementation
and have impacted teachers in different schools in varied and com-
plicated ways.  The teachers that we interviewed for our study
worked in particular contexts in districts that had achieved signifi-
cant, broad-based, and sustained success in improving academic
achievement and in closing historic achievement gaps.  It is pos-
sible, in fact, likely, that teachers operating in other contexts (and
also teachers in these same districts who did not participate in our
interviews) have different viewpoints of and experiences with ac-
countability.
    Nonetheless, our interviewees said clearly and repeatedly that
their expectations for the achievement of their students changed
for the better due to accountability, and they also said that this change
in expectations and subsequent changes in teaching practices re-
sulted in increased and more equitable achievement in their class-
rooms.  Given the significance and persistence of the achievement
gap in U.S. schooling, this interaction between accountability, ex-
pectations, and student achievement is not something we should
dismiss just because it may not be happening everywhere or be-
cause it may be imperfectly achieved where it is happening.  This
is a case of (to use an oft-repeated phrase about politics) “not let-
ting the perfect be the enemy of the good.”  One teacher eloquently
supported such a viewpoint when talking about meeting the de-
mands and pressures created by high stakes accountability:

There is pressure.  I will venture to say we teach harder than
any teachers I know, but it’s a good pressure.  It’s a good
pressure.  The teamwork…  I was at a meeting, and I made
this comment about my school; I said I wouldn’t miss it for
the world.  I wouldn’t miss this for the world, what I’m go-
ing through.  It’s made me a much better teacher.  It’s made
me really care about the kids, each child.  I don’t want them
to fail.  The children pick up on this. . . . The inclusion stu-
dents coming out of content mastery, they’re motivated now.
Our kids are motivated.  It’s a fact now, we’re motivated.
Work, yes it is a lot of work for us, but it’s a good work.

    The phenomenon of truly districtwide high and equitable school
success for all children, resulting from the “good work” described
by the teacher above is only beginning to emerge and to be studied
by researchers.  I would suggest that we currently have no idea
what the long-term result of having entire school districts in which
all teachers are committed to high success for all children will be.
We now have a few entire school districts in which large numbers
of children of color and children from low income homes never
experience the early school failure that up until now has been the
norm.  The effects on the school careers for these children, based
on what we know from past research about teacher expectations, of
demonstrating mastery on achievement tests from the earliest grades
on may well be positive and powerful beyond anything we have
yet imagined.
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UCEA Welcomes Three Partner Members in Texas
    At the end of October, the Executive Committee approved the partner memberships of The University of Texas - Pan American, The
University of Texas - San Antonio, and Southwest Texas State University.  These three institutions were nominated by and have
established partnerships with the University of Texas at Austin.
    The University of Texas- Pan American, located in deep South Texas on the Texas-Mexico border, has an aggregate student popula-
tion that is over 85% Mexican-American.  Thus, Pan Am not only plays an important role in preparing quality administrators for the
region but also serves a population that has been traditionally underrepresented in higher education and the discipline.  During the past
three years, the institution has worked to strengthen faculty resources and program content for both masters and doctoral programs in
Educational Leadership.  UT-Pan Am’s Department of School Administration and Supervision brings to UCEA Dean Hilda Medrano,
and faculty members Miguel De los santos, Marla Guerra, Jose Llanes, Frank Lutz, Patrick Lynch, Velma Menchaca, Maricela Oliva,
and Karen Watt-Rodriguez
    The Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies at The University of Texas at San Antonio is the first discipline within
their educational studies area to have a doctoral degree and is leading the development of their new College of Education and Human
Development.  UTSA has been systematically working with practitioners in the area to advance an understanding of multicultural
factors that influence the core technology of schooling. UTSA’s Department of Educational Leadership brings to UCEA Dean Blandina
Cardenas and faculty members Mary Frances Agnello, Warren Alexander, Felicia Briscoe, Raymond Calabrese, Richard Clifford,
Richard Diem, Juanita Garcia-Wagstaff, David Hinojosa, Betty Merchant, Alan R. Shoho, Page Smith, and David Thompson.

    The multi-disciplinary and multi-cultural nature of the Depart-
ment of Educational Administration and Psychological Services at
Southwest Texas State University models collaboration and learn-
ing across disciplines and cultures. All faculty members at SWTSU
are experienced public school teachers and administrators and like
UT-Pan Am and UTSA, the professors at SWTSU have a cadre of
faculty who have participated in UCEA conventions and have a
strong sense of the mission and vission of UCEA. SWTSU’s De-
partment of Educational Administration and Psychological Services
brings to UCEA Dean John Beck, along with faculty members
Michael Boone, Ruth Kane, C. Sue McCullough, Marla McGhee,
Marianne Reese, Charles Slater, Paul Hefner, and Duncan Waite.
       The UCEA Executive Committee and the Plenum created Part-
ner membership status in order to provide for mutually beneficial,
collaborative partnerships with universities, school districts, schools,
professional associations, and educational agencies. If you would
like more information about full or partner membership in UCEA,
please contact the University Council for Educational Administra-
tion at 205 Hill Hall, Columbia, MO 65211-2185

UCEA Executive Director, Michelle D. Young is pictured here with
University of Texas-Pan American President Miguel A. Nevarez,

Provost Rodolfo Arévalo, and Professor Marciela Oliva following a
UCEA Partner Membership signing ceremony.

BetsAnn Smith Recieves 22nd Annual Davis Award
    BetsAnn Smith, an assistant professor in the Department of Educational Administration at Michigan State University, is the winner
of the 22nd Annual William J. Davis Award.  The Davis award, which was established in 1979 in honor of the late William J. Davis, is
given annually to the author(s) of the most outstanding article published in UCEA’s premier journal Educational Administration Quar-
terly (EAQ) during the preceding year.  BetsAnn’s article, “Quantity Matters: Annual Instructional Time in an Urban School System,”
(Vol. 36, No. 5) focused on how school management, special programs, testing, policies, and a flawed notion of organizational effi-
ciency combine to cripple enormous blocks of instruction time.
    After receiving her doctorate degree from the University of Minnesota BetsAnn joined the Consortium on Chicago School Research
to study school organization and instructional practices under the reform policies of the Chicago public
schools. BetsAnn’s winning article grew out of her work with the Consortium. She is currently studying
academic after-school programs for urban school students and exploring the relationship between account-
ability and the expansion of students’ time in school.
    BetsAnn was presented with the 2001 Davis Award by Michelle D. Young, UCEA Executive Director, at
the AERA Division A business meeting in Seattle in April.  A list of previous Davis Award recipients can be
found on the UCEA website (www.ucea.org/award_program.html).
    Notably, this is the second UCEA award that BetsAnn Smith has won this academic year.  In November,
2000 BetsAnn received the Paula Silver Case Award for a case study that she co-authored with Karen
Seashore, “Changes at Big Mountain High School.”   This piece can be found on the Journal of Cases in
Educational Leadership website (www.ucea.org/cases).  Contributions to UCEA award funds are welcome
and may be sent to UCEA, 205 Hill Hall, Columbia, MO 65211-2185.
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Michelle D. Young
Executive Director

From the
Director . . .
Broad Analysis
Needed

What we need is a deep analysis of educational leadership.  The
public and our political leaders need a critical awareness of the
complex influences impacting educational leadership and leader-
ship preparation and a more complex understanding of how educa-
tional leadership and leadership preparation can ensure educational
equity and excellence for literally all children. The public and our
political leaders need information that serves a larger purpose than
mere animadversion.
    Similar analyses have been undertaken in the past.  Perhaps, one
of the most notable was achieved by the National Commission on
Excellence in Educational Administration.  The commission focused
on four major elements in their analysis, “University faculty, Gradu-
ate students, Resources, and [the] Environment” (Griffiths,1999, p.
xviii). The work of the commission (NCEEA, 1987,1988) and other
educational reform reports (e.g., Carnegie Forum on Education and
the Economy, 1986; Holmes Group, 1986) underscored the impor-
tance of changing and enhancing educational leadership prepara-
tion and provided agendas for doing so.
    Although degrees of change have been documented, thus far, there
has been no systematic examination of the impact of either the pro-
posals for reform or national program standards (Murphy & Forsyth,
1999). Similarly, there has been no systematic examination of how
effective or ineffective university preparation programs really are
in preparing future school leaders.  Although some university prepa-
ration programs have begun to collect data on this issue, for the
most part, we have only anecdotes and weak correlations.  This
must change. If we are to understand the university’s capacity to
develop leaders who can successfully meet the current and future
needs of our nation’s student and school communities, it is impera-
tive that we develop a clear understanding of the impact of reforms
and standards and identify exemplary programs that have success-
fully integrated them into their preparation programs. This infor-
mation in addition to explorations of institutional and environmen-
tal factors that support or detract from the development and suste-
nance of exemplary school leadership programs (e.g., recruitment
plans, entrance and exit standards, post-program mentoring, pro-
gram evaluation and improvement efforts, resources, professional
development, relationships with local schools and state departments,
field engagement, national leadership performance standards, state
and national accreditation, promotion and tenure structures, and
the support of key stakeholders, like deans, university administra-
tion, state departments of education, professional organizations and
practitioners) are essential to the effectiveness of future planning
on leadership preparation.
    In September, UCEA will co-sponsor an invited conference with
the Johnson foundation at Wingspread focused on university-based
leadership preparation.  The conference will provide an opportu-
nity for multiple stakeholders (e.g., university professors and ad-
ministrators, practitioners, government officials, business commu-
nity members, and professional organizations) to engage in thought-
ful discussions and analyses of university-based leadership prepa-
ration, to share information on effective practice and program change
and innovation, and to collaboratively develop a comprehensive
strategy for improvement.  Analyses and recommendations devel-
oped through the Wingspread conference will be widely distrib-
uted and built upon at subsequent and related meetings (e.g., the
Land Grant Deans Meeting, the UCEA Plenum Session, UCEA
Conference).

    The improvement of leadership preparation has taken different
forms and been given various degrees of emphasis over the years.
However, a brief review of the history of the field clearly shows
that improvement has been a constant concern.  Likewise, the cri-
tique of leadership preparation has been continual, both driving
and following initiatives to improve leadership preparation.  Viewed
in this context, recent criticisms of programs may not seem par-
ticularly remarkable.  Guthrie and Sanders’ (2001) New York Times
piece typifies the sweeping negative comments focused on educa-
tional administration preparation of late.

Over the past quarter century, university preparation of edu-
cational administrators has fallen into a downward spiral
dominated by low-prestige institutions, diploma mills, out-
moded instruction and low expectations.  Many of these sub-
par training programs have virtually no entrance require-
ments, save an applicant’s ability to pay tuition.  The doctor
of education (Ed. D.) degrees they confer have lost their
salience. In former times big-league education leaders tended
to be graduates of institutions like Harvard, Yale, Duke or
the University of Chicago.  This is no longer true. . . . Today’s
conventionally prepared superintendent is more likely to have
come from East Appalachia State, San Francisco State or
literally hundreds of other public institutions that began as
normal schools and politically bootstrapped themselves to
graduate degree status.

    In addition to the essentialising indictments about disconnected
professors, cash cows, and diploma mills, it is also commonplace
to find work by scholars within our field carefully describing short-
comings in many programs and approaches to preparation and mak-
ing the case that there is truth in some of the criticisms lodged
against educational administration preparation programs.  There is
no doubt that there are important lessons and insight to be gained
from this work.
    Less common, yet equally or even more important, are complex
analyses and/or descriptions of attempted program changes and their
subsequent results.    Also uncommon are manuscripts that share
the gains made within many programs and/or that describe innova-
tive and effective program strategies (several exceptions include:
Erlandson, Skrla, Westbrook, Hornback, & Mindiz-Melton, 1999;
Jacobson, Emihovich, Helfrich, Petrie, & Stevenson, 1998; Milstein
& Associates, 1993; Murphy, 1993; Murphy & Forsyth, 1999;
Petersen, & Associates, 2001).  Even fewer pieces, whether cri-
tiquing or applauding programs, ground their comments within the
complexity that engulfs most educational administration prepara-
tion programs.
    At this juncture, what we need is rich descriptions of program
initiatives, thorough evaluations of preparation strategies, and criti-
cal analyses of the contexts within which preparation takes place.
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22nd Annual David L. Clark National
Graduate Student Research Seminar

Focuses on Research to Practice

    On the 8th and 9th of April, forty doctoral students gathered in
Seattle for the 22nd Annual David L. Clark National Graduate Stu-
dent Research Seminar in Educational Administration and Policy
sponsored by UCEA, Divisions A and L of AERA, and Corwin
Press. The Clark seminar, which is always held in conjunction with
the AERA conference, offered graduate students a unique opportu-
nity to interact with experienced faculty, to share and receive feed-
back on their dissertation research, and to hear faculty share their
research and experiences as educational researchers.
    After a welcome from UCEA’s Executive Director Michelle D.
Young and President María Luisa González, a panel of practitio-
ners from the State Superintendents office and the Seattle Public
School District shared their experiences and perspectives on the
role of research in addressing current problems of practice.  Par-
ticipants included: Dr. Bill Jordan , Deputy Superintendent, Of-
fice of the State Superintendent; Dr. Brian Benzel, Chief Operat-
ing Office of the Seattle School District; Donna Marshall, Princi-
pal, Rainier Beach High School; and Walter Trotter , Principal,
Sanislo Elementary School. Following this panel discussion, par-
ticipants broke into small groups to discuss how their work related
to the problems of practice presented by the panelists.  This set of
commencement activities provided a basis for a common experi-
ence and brought the seminar theme (research to practice) to life.
    The remainder of the seminar rotated between 3 panel presenta-
tions by seminar faculty and 3 small group work sessions.  The
small groups consisted of 5-6 students and 2 faculty members and
provided an opportunity for students to present and discuss their
research and receive valuable comments and suggestions in an in-
formal setting.  The faculty research panels provided an opportu-
nity for students to hear established scholars discuss a research
project (and in some cases a research agenda), from its inception to
its perceived impact on policy or practice.  Students and Faculty
alike appreciated these personalized and reflective views of how
scholars work through the research process.
    According to the faculty involved, the experience was enriching
and valuable not only for the seminar students but also to the fac-
ulty.  The most frequent comment received from students was their
appreciation for having the opportunity to meet talented faculty
and students, to share ideas and research, and to get helpful feed-
back. The second most prevalent comment focused on the valuable
opportunity the seminar provided for networking.  The Clark Semi-
nar Planning Committee appreciate the comments and suggestions
submitted regarding the seminar.

Faculty Panelists
    The 12 senior faculty members who shared their research and
research experiences with seminar participants were: Colleen Cap-
per, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Research topic: The Role of
Spirituality in Leaders for Justice; María Luisa González, New
Mexico State University, Research topic: Research as a Personal
and Professional Responsibility; Barbara Jackson, Fordham Uni-
versity, Research topic: Getting Inside History = Against all odds:

    While critiques of leadership preparation and concerns for im-
provement have been enduring themes over the history of our field,
there is not better time than the present to respond proactively to
both. High quality leadership preparation programs are absolutely
essential to our shared goals of providing equitable and excellent
educational experiences for all children. And that is really what our
work is all about isn’t it?  It is all about children, everything we do
in the field of pre-K-12 education is ultimately about children.  This
is something that teachers, principals, central office personnel, edu-
cational administration professors, researchers, regional service
center personnel, Department of Education personnel, and other
stakeholders have in common—we are all working, ultimately, for
the benefit of the children in our schools, school districts, regions,
and states.  However, if we are to realize the goal of ensuring edu-
cational excellence and equity for all children, we must move be-
yond making sweeping negative comments and accusations.  Rather
than condemning people, programs and organizations, we need to
engage in an effort to provide rich descriptions of program initia-
tives, thorough evaluations of preparation strategies, and critical
analyses of the contexts within which preparation takes place and
based on these analyses, work for improvement.
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African American Women School Superintendents; Kenneth
Leithwood, University of Toronto-OISE, Research topic: Cogni-
tive perspectives on educational leadership; Kofi Lomotey, City
University of New York, Research topic: African-American Prin-
cipals: Bureaucrat/Administrators and Ethno-Humanists; Rosita
Marcano, Northern Illinois University, Research topic: Latinas:
Professional Women of Color in Educational Leadership; Hanne
Mawhinney, University of Maryland, Research topic: Research
for what purposes, what effects, what impacts? Unexpected les-
sons on effects, purposes and impacts of a program of research on
social policy responses to youth violence; Khaula Murtadha , In-
diana University, Research topic: School leadership for Interdisci-
plinary Collaboration in Urban Schools: Implications for equity,
social justice, and community; Larry Parker , University of Illi-
nois, Research topic: African American research/action on leader-
ship & discipline in schools: A critical race perspective; Alan
Shoho, University of Texas-San Antonio, Research topic: Aligning
the Three Cultures of an Organization: Quantifying the Difficulties
Associated with Change; Robert Slater, Texas A & M University,
Research topic: Schooling and (Capitalist) Democracy: The
Imbalanced Society Thesis and other Considerations; Jerry
Starratt , Boston College, Research topic: From theory to practice
to theory: Ethics in Educational Administration.

Graduate Student Participants
    Participation in the Clark Seminar provided the students with a
network of junior colleagues from across North America.  This
year’s participants were: K. M. Edem Adudra (Pennsylvania State
University), Robert B. Anderson (University of Nevada – Las
Vegas), Noel Anderson (New York University), Pamela S. Angelle
(Louisiana State University), Danna M. Beaty (Texas A & M Uni-
versity - Commerce), Lydia Begley (Hofstra University), Stella
C. Bell (Texas A & M University), Roberta Boyd (University of
Dayton), Rebecca Meyercord Brown (University of Texas – Aus-
tin), Tricia Browne-Ferrigno (University of Colorado – Denver),
Edith Cisneros (University of Illinois), Gary P. Damore (North-
ern Arizona University), Angela Frusciante (University of Mary-
land), Matilda Fullerton (Washington State University), Mark A.
Gooden (Ohio State University), Donald Hunt (State University
of New York – Albany), Shirley M. Johnson (University of Mis-
souri), Apinwong Kutalad (University of Wisconsin – Madison),
Brenda Larsen-Mitchell (University of Nevada – Las Vegas),
Catherine A. Little (College of William and Mary), Stephen Earl
Lucas (University of Missouri), Kathryn Bell McKenzie (Uni-
versity of Texas – Austin), Susan Perlis (Temple University),
Cherlyn Pijanowski (University of Washington), Susan M. Printy
(Ohio State University), Brianne L. Reck (University of Virginia),
Roland Rios (University of Texas – San Antonio), William G.
Ruff (University of Texas – San Antonio), Normah Salleh-Barone
(State University of New York – Buffalo), Randyl M. Schelble
(University of Utah), Whitney Sherman (University of Virginia),
Gerald Shockley (University of Maryland), Celia Hartman Sims
(University of Michigan), Wade Smith (Louisiana State Univer-
sity), Mengli Song (University of Michigan), Nicholas A. Stirling
(Fordham University), Priscilla Terrazas (University of Texas –
El Paso), Sally D. Wickers (Texas A & M University), Michelle V.
Woodfork (University of Washington), Rose M. Ylimaki (Uni-
versity of Wisconsin - Madison)

Seminar Planning Committee and Staff Participants
    The 22nd Annual David L. Clark National Graduate Student
Research Seminar in Educational Administration and Policy was
planned by representatives from UCEA, AERA Divisions A and L
of AERA and past Clark Seminar participants.  The following
groups of individuals made up the planning committee this year.
From UCEA, María Luisa González, New Mexico State Univer-
sity, UCEA President; Michelle D. Young, University of Missouri,
UCEA Executive Director; George J. Petersen, University of
Missouri, UCEA Associate Director.  Karen Seashore, Univer-
sity of Minnesota, Division A Vice-President; Barbara Jackson,
Fordham University; and James R. Crawford, University of Ne-
vada represented AERA Division A.  From AERA Division L were
Jane Hannaway, The Urban Institute, Division L Vice President;
Lawrence Parker, University of Illinois; and James Scheurich,
University of Texas-Austin.  Gerardo Lopez, University of Mis-
souri and Carol Maher, University of Missouri represented former
Graduate Student Seminar Participants.
    More information about the 22nd Annual David L. Clark Na-
tional Graduate Student Research Seminar in Educational Admin-
istration and Policy, including student participant research abstracts
and instructions for joining the seminar listserv can be found on
the UCEA website (www.ucea.org).

Kudos
Patrick B. Forsyth, Oklahoma State University, has been named
a fellow of the Commonwealth Council for Educational Ad-
ministration and Management.  In bestowing the prestigious
fellowship, the Council cited Forsyth’s work to improve school
leadership throughout the world, including service as secretary
to the International Intervisitation Program and to the Freedom
Support Act Fellowship Program, which brought hundreds of
educators from the former Soviet republics to the US to be pre-
pared as school leaders.  The citation also recognized Forsyth’s
domestic contributions, including his successful efforts to co-
found The National Policy Board for Educational Administra-
tion and his 15 years as executive director of the UCEA. Forsyth
joins the small, prestigious, international college of CCEAM
fellows numbering fewer than ten.  Forsyth joined the OSU
graduate faculty in January 2000.  His research interests are in
the sociology of organizations and urban school administration.

Ronald H. Heck
Recognized by EAQ Board

This year the Educational Administration Quarterly (EAQ) Edi-
torial Board recognized Ronald H. Heck, University of Hawaii
at Manoa, for his extraordinary, careful, and thoughtful reviews
of manuscripts that were submitted for publication to EAQ over
the last year.  The high quality content of EAQ is dependent in
large measure upon reviewers like Ron who take their work
seriously. Ron’s efforts were publicly acknowledged during the
EAQ editorial board meeting, and he received a certificate of
appreciation.
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Point - Counterpoint
Point:  Contextual Responsiveness in Administrative Internships

Pamela D. Tucker and Margaret Grogan, University of Virginia

Counterpoint:  About Straw Horses and Administrator Shortages:
Confronting the Pragmatics of the Administrative Internship

Donald G. Hackmann and Fenwick W. English, Iowa State University
    Over the past year the National Policy Board for Educational Administration (NPBEA) has had a small working group developing a
revised set of standards for use by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) in its review of advanced
programs in educational administration. When completed, this set of standards will guide NCATE’s reviews of departments of educa-
tional administration.  Although each of the seven proposed standards have raised concerns, one standard, standard seven ont he
internship, has drawn a remarkable amount of attention. Standard seven, states that “Candidates who complete the program are educa-
tional leaders who promote the success of all students through substantial, sustained, standards-based experiences in real settings that
are planned and guided cooperatively by university and school district personnel for graduate credit.”   According to the document, a
substantial internship experience would “generally include a six-month (or equivalent), full-time mentored experience, preferably
involving two or more settings and multiple levels.”  According to some educational administration faculty and the school and district
leaders with whom they work, a six-month full-time internship is practically impossible, given financial and human resource con-
straints.  According to others, it can and should be done.
    In this issue of the UCEA Review, we have asked Pam Tucker and Margaret Grogan of the University of Virginia and Don Hackmann
and Fenwick English of Iowa State University to engage in a public point-counter point on Internships for Educational Leaders.  In the
following discussion Tucker and Grogan argue that real and daunting environmental constraints make it difficult to create ideal field
experiences.  In response, they argue for individually crafted internships that maximize the benefits of the internship and yet are
responsive to student needs and the shifting demands of cooperating school systems, and they share with their readers three ways that
such individually crafted internships might be organized.  In their counter point, Hackmann and English argue that the ideal field
experience is non-existent and that such an ideal should not be the goal of university preparation programs.  Rather, programs that
prepare school and district administrators should seek to provide high quality experiences.

Point: Contextual Responsiveness
    Faculties of leadership preparation programs across the country recognize and support the fundamental importance of the internship
for the preparation of school administrators (Hackmann, Russell, & Elliot, 1999; Murphy, 1992). Both authors of the “Point-Counter-
point” article in the previous issue of the UCEA Review advocated the centrality of field experiences to the preparation of school leaders
and the need for reform in how they are structured. Tillman (2001) suggested, “the internship should be one of the focal points of a
principal preparation [program]” (p. 12) and Fusarelli (2001) recommended, “making the internship a central component of our prepa-
ration programs, rather than an afterthought as is all-too-often the case” (p. 14). We know from adult learning theory (Knowles, 1980)
about the importance of hands-on learning opportunitites. We also know how beneficial quality internships can be in securing jobs for
potential administrators. Thus, we would be hard pressed not to endorse the critical role of internships in preparation programs. Never-
theless, in the current competitive climate in which administrators are being hired even without completing coursework, we are all
faced with the challenging realities of making the internship a viable component of our endorsement and licensure programs.
    Despite offering resounding support for internships, leadership preparation programs are confronted with real and daunting environ-
mental constraints that make it difficult to create ideal field experiences. Many parts of the country are facing both teacher and admin-
istrator shortages making school systems less willing to grant leaves of absence to enable employees to attend graduate school full-
time. Therefore, the model program, centered on a full-time internship of any duration, is becoming hard to provide. The best adminis-
trative candidates are students who have more experience and greater instructional expertise to match today’s accountability-focused
schools (the very kind of administrative candidates we want to encourage), but they also are older with children and financial respon-
sibilities that preclude unpaid or low-paid full-time internships. Few preparation programs have resources to offer attractive enough
financial packages to encourage students to leave their employment. Grant monies and state support do not exist for most programs.
    Under these circumstances, we argue for individually crafted internships that maximize the benefits of the internship and yet are
responsive to student needs and the shifting demands of cooperating school systems. For the last twenty-five years at the University of
Vi rginia, we have supervised cohorts of approximately 10-12 full-time administrative interns every year with the support of surround-
ing school systems that were pleased to have additional personnel performing administrative functions for less than half of a typical
administrator’s salary. As part of the package, we have negotiated job descriptions for interns and days off for course requirements.
With each passing year, however, we have found that this full-time model is attracting fewer participants.  We now work with school
systems to create assignments that are beneficial to both students and school systems while maintaining specific expectations for
internship experiences.
Benefits of the Internship
    Preparation programs, administrative aspirants, and school systems all equally benefit from the internship (Milsten, Bobroff, &
Restine, 1991). School leadership is increasingly complex in both the breadth of tasks the principal must complete and the interpersonal
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nature of the work (Davis, 1998; Pounder & Merrill, 2001). It is
work that is context specific and cannot be recreated in the vacuum
of a classroom even with a well-written case study and other simu-
lations. A clear need is recognized by university faculty to “bring
the training process more in line with the conditions and milieu of
the workplace” (Murphy & Hallinger, 1987, p. 255) and only a
structured internship can achieve this goal. It helps the intern to
“ground” the theory and research offered by universities in real
world experiences (Leithwood, Begley, & Cousens, 1990).
    In the internship, students are permitted to practice school ad-
ministration with support, guidance, and opportunities to reflect
upon the consequences of their decisions and actions. For these
reasons and others, many students perceive the internship to be
the most valuable experience in their preparation program
(Cordeiro & Sloan, 1996; Milstein & Krueger, 1997). They have
an opportunity to learn the culture of school administration and to
network with other future administrators in their own program and
within the school system where they are interning. They have out-
side, university support to assist them in making sense of and con-
ceptualizing the problems and issues they are facing. It could be
argued that the most important benefit to the student is the poten-
tial job offer that results from good performance during the intern-
ship.
    However, other research by the National Association of Elemen-
tary School Principals (Doud & Keller, 1998) has found that ad-
ministrators perceived their internship experiences as less valu-
able than suggested by the work of Cordeiro and Sloan (1996). In
the 1998 study of 1,323 K-8 principals, a majority (66%) of them
reported taking part in an internship as part of graduate programs.
Of this group, 38% reported they were of much value, 39% re-
ported some value, and 23% reported little value. As advocates of
internships, we believe that these findings possibly reflect the wide
diversity in length and structure of field experiences. In a study of
UCEA institutions, Paulter (1990) found that internships ranged
from between 100 and more than 800 clock hours with 280 hours
being average. These shorter internships foster a more piecemeal
approach with the intern completing activities “before school, af-
ter school, during planning periods, and when school is not in ses-
sion” (Hackmann, Russell, Elliot, 1999, p. 2). We strongly sup-
port a substantial time commitment for the internship with a clearly
defined set of expectations that include responsibilities in the ma-
jor domains of administrative work.
    School systems have benefited from administrative interns in
the past and continue to do so in the current administrative short-
age. Mentoring principals have noted their own professional de-
velopment resulting from supervising interns (Cordeiro & Sloan,
1996). Schools have benefited from the additional administrative
assistance provided by energetic interns. Ultimately, the intern-
ship is an opportunity for the district to “preview” promising ad-
ministrative candidates with no employment commitments. Early
recruitment is then possible if there is a good fit and satisfactory
performance.
    Lastly internships are a vehicle for leadership preparation pro-
grams to stay connected and relevant to the field of practice and
thereby to advance the profession. First and foremost, the research
encourages us to work to make the internship an integral part of
our programs so that courses provide a working knowledge or theo-
retical base for what students encounter in the field as well as a

place for dialogue and reflection on what transpires in schools
(Murphy, 1999). Examples of field-based initiatives or problems
shared by students provide a vivid context for examining the ap-
plication of theoretical constructs such as communication or change
theory.  The more that we can fold the real world into our discus-
sions of research and theory, the more relevant and meaningful we
will become to our students and the field of practice. As suggested
by Kolb’s (1984) four stages of experiential learning, it is through
concrete experience, reflective observation and abstract
conceptualization that we are able to progress to a stage of active
experimentation. In higher education, we are well-positioned to
facilitate the reflection and conceptualization of school adminis-
trators thereby fostering greater understanding and possible trans-
formation of the field.
Research On What Makes a Good Internship
    While the research on internships is limited, the recommenda-
tions offered by it are highly consistent. Common elements in-
clude the following:

1. Expectations:  There should be a clearly defined set of
expectations for the types of authentic experiences stu-
dents will have during the internship (Hackmann,
Russell, Elliot, 1999; Leithwood, Jantzi, & Coffin, 1995;
Milstein & Krueger, 1997; Straut & Calabrese, 1999).
Cordeiro and Sloan (1996) found that internships were
ideal for acquiring certain types of knowledge such as
building operations and strategies for working with adults
and managing multiple tasks in limited amount of time.
It is also important that the selected tasks involve a real-
istic sampling of the more confrontational and disturb-
ing aspects of the principal’s role so that students de-
velop a balanced understanding of it (Hackmann,
Russell, Elliot, 1999).

2. Task structuring:  Learning must be scaffolded for in-
terns based on prior experience and their knowledge base
(Cordeiro & Sloan, 1996; Hackmann, Russell, Elliot,
1999; Murphy, 1999).  With new skills or projects, stu-
dents need to observe the mentor in action, discuss the
hows and whys of what was done and then reflect upon
the process before undertaking their own supervised ef-
forts or independent tasks. Activities should increase in
complexity as the intern progresses (Bjork, 1998;
Hackmann, Russell, Elliot, 1999).

3. Reflection:  Time for reflection should be built into the
internship both with the mentoring principal and uni-
versity supervisor, each offering valuable perspectives
and ways of understanding the dynamics of given situa-
tions (Barnett, 1990; Leithwood, Jantzi, Coffin, 1995;
Milstein & Krueger, 1997; Murphy, 1999). Cordeiro and
Sloan (1996) argue that reflection is imperative for in-
creasing praxis and to this end, Murphy (1999) suggests
developing better forums, such as seminars, for students
to debrief on clinical experiences and reflect on their
learning.

4. Quality mentors:  Supervising principals should be se-
lected carefully based on their commitment to facilitat-
ing the learning of interns (Barnett, 1990; Bjork, 1998;
Cordeiro & Sloan, 1996). Ultimately the value of the
internship is dependent on the mentoring principal’s will-
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ingness to individualize the experience to match the
intern’s abilities and support their structured learning of
key administrative functions. They must be open to ques-
tions and concerns from the intern, provide honest and
caring feedback on performance, and allow interns to take
risks as they undertake progressively more challenging
tasks (Milstein & Krueger, 1997).

5. Length:  Ideally, the internship should provide a longitu-
dinal and full perspective of the principal’s responsibili-
ties. Hackmann, Russell, and Elliot (1999) persuasively
argue that this allows students to observe and experience
the complete cycle of a school year in addition to fol-
lowing projects through to completion and understand-
ing the consequences of his/her decisions. Additionally
they and others (Milstein & Krueger, 1997) argue for
multiple internship experiences to expose students to dif-
ferent leadership styles, different educational levels and
different community settings.

Operationalizing the Meaningful Internship
    In light of the above, at the University of Virginia, we are in the
process of responding to these challenges in a variety of ways. The
Virginia Department of Education no longer requires an internship
as a “stand-alone” part of an approved program. While the depart-
ment believes that the internship provides excellent opportunities
for practical application of theory and research, they would like to
see these experiences integrated throughout the preparation pro-
gram rather than be contained in a separate internship. However,
they will allow universities to craft their own versions of intern-
ships. A recent e-mail from the department asks universities to ad-
dress the internship as part of their program. “The internship should
be integrated throughout the program and connected to courses as
appropriate, rather than a set amount of time established to take
place at the end of the program” (Communication from Winston
Odom, Virginia Department of Education, April 3, 2001).
    Therefore, we are considering offering students a number of al-
ternatives. Although we have come to no decisions yet, the follow-
ing ideas are among our preferred. We would retain the “state-of-
the-art,” full-time, one-year internship that is supported by cooper-
ating school systems. Successful candidates for this program would
receive a stipend from a school district to work for them in an ad-
ministrative capacity while completing a master’s degree with en-
dorsement at our Curry School of Education. That would become
Option A, the one for which we would actively recruit students and
school districts.
    Option B would possibly best capture the spirit of the State
Department’s request. Students choosing this option would enter
into a contractual sort of agreement with an advisor to fulfill the
requirements of demonstrating a core set of competencies, identi-
fied by our faculty — such as: Supervision and evaluation of fac-
ulty and staff; school and community relations; school improve-
ment efforts; budget management and planning; student discipline;
curriculum development; and staff development. These require-
ments could be met through specifically tailored practical experi-
ences threaded throughout the coursework. In effect, it would be
an internship integrated within the program.  Each instructor would
provide opportunities for students to gain these experiences within
the context of each course. For example, a student might wish to
observe two or three teachers with the principal as part of a course

on Human Resource Management. The activity could entail a sum-
mary of the observations and also include a report of the debriefing
session with the principal. Or a student in a Law class could de-
velop a Plan of Assistance for a marginal teacher (either a hypo-
thetical teacher or a real one.) The advantages of such an approach
would be in the close connection of the practical to the theoretical
but the disadvantage would be in the possible fragmentation of
experiences. There would be many instructors designing the expe-
riences and there would not necessarily be any supervisory over-
sight by a principal.
    We would therefore, probably also have an Option C. Students
choosing Option C would complete a part-time, stand-alone in-
ternship of at least 90 days or 720 hours coordinated by a univer-
sity advisor and supervised by a principal. The principal could pro-
vide more mentorship in this option. Option C would require ful-
fillment of the same core competencies identified for the other op-
tions, but there would also be opportunities, as there are in Option
A, for students to gain more varied experiences depending on the
needs of the particular building in which they would be working.
    Two of the three approaches described here are firmly rooted in
the traditional notion of internships lauded by the literature. There
is no question that any successful full-time experience is going to
be preferable to a part-time one. But most would agree that a part-
time experience is preferable to no experience. What remains to be
seen is whether or not an integrated process, such as the one in
Option B, can achieve the same goals as the internship. One of the
reasons that the Virginia Department of Education advocates such
an approach is perhaps because the culminating experience for as-
piring administrators in Virginia today is the taking of a pencil and
paper test. The ETS test, based on the ISLLC Standards, rewards
candidates who are able to answer questions based on practice.
The questions specifically test candidates’ grasp of daily adminis-
trative tasks and knowledge of the big picture acquired through
associations with practicing administrators. While internships can
certainly provide candidates with the confidence to tackle these
questions, other, more targeted approaches can have the same ef-
fect. Obviously, the broadening of courses to include a focus on the
practical application of concepts usually taught in those courses
should achieve the same goals — if instructors gear their courses
towards meeting the expectations of the ETS test. Thus Option B
might only work as a modified kind of internship if it is shaped by
the demands of the test.
    We have been exploring one other internship option at the Uni-
versity of Virginia. This one is in the context of teaching off-grounds’
master’s and administrative endorsement programs. Some of the
districts with whom we work operate their own “leadership acad-
emies” or “grow-your-own” leadership programs. They have ap-
proached us and asked us to tailor a program to help meet their
particular needs. We are working with a consortium of three large
systems at the moment in a cooperative partnership to provide a
cohort master’s and endorsement program to be delivered on-site,
classes rotating between the three systems. The coursework will be
divided between instructors from the university and university ap-
proved instructors from the school districts. In an attempt to fur-
ther the cooperative spirit, we will also try an innovative approach
to the internship.
    The school districts will require their candidates for selection
into the cohort to take part in their own leadership program or to
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have taken part in it recently. Based on our identified competen-
cies, we will accept evidence from those leadership experiences as
fulfillment of our requirements. An elective course will be created
that allows the instructor to read students’ reflective journals ana-
lyzing the experiences within the context of the coursework taken
by the cohort. Class time will be devoted to debriefing experiences
and to learning the building contexts across the three districts. It is
anticipated that this course would be taught over the final two se-
mesters of the program so that some of the advantages of a part-
time internship can be gained. Students will have in-house super-
visors and a university mentor to help them make sense of their
experiences. Needless to say, the school districts are very enthusi-
astic about our willingness to accept their efforts as part of the re-
quirements for credit. And we believe that the students will gain
valuable exposure in their systems through participation in their
own programs. And our program will gain the grounding in prac-
tice that the partnership will provide.
    Traditional, full-time internships offer similar benefits, but rarely
do the more piecemeal approaches described above reach the same
standards. We hope that this field-designed internship can merge
the best of what the literature says with a new spirit of collabora-
tive administrator preparation. Putting our heads together like this
will help us all to create innovative approaches so that district and
university goals alike can be met. Most important for the adminis-
trator is to be well prepared to succeed in the complex and increas-
ingly daunting administrative positions in schools and central of-
fices. With the combined knowledge and wisdom of professors and
practitioners focused on preparation, chances are strong that ex-
emplary educational leaders will emerge.

v v v
Counterpoint: Confroting the Pragmatics
    The Greek cynic philosopher Antisthenes once chided Plato by
remarking, “I can see horses, Plato, but I nowhere see your ideal
horse” (Feyerabend, 1993, p. 219). We had the same reaction in
reading the Tucker and Grogan paper about “contextual respon-
siveness in administrative internships.” They have erected a straw
horse in the “the ideal field experience” in order to justify and sup-
port their professed “deviations.”
    We, on the other hand, don’t see the ideal field experience any-
where and we proffer that neither does NCATE nor UCEA. Fur-
thermore, length (number of days) and immersion (full time, part-
time) as components of the administrative internship are not the
only important variables in complex array of nested factors which
would create a quality (rather than the “ideal”) internship experi-
ence.
    Our position is that the ideal field experience should not be the
goal of university preparation programs, but rather in providing a
high quality experience. We argue further that the current condi-
tion of administrator shortages should not be a factor in reducing
expectations regarding the nature of a quality experience in the
administrative internship.
The NCATE Standard
    The draft NCATE standards for educational administration in-
clude the proposed addition of a seventh component to the Inter-
state School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC) model, man-
dating field-based experiences for aspiring principals and superin-
tendents. This standard states:

Candidates who complete the program are educational lead-
ers who promote the success of all students through substan-
tial, sustained, standards-based experiences in real settings
that are planned and guided cooperatively by university and
school district personnel for graduate credit. (National Policy
Board for Educational Administration (NPBEA), 2001)

These experiences “generally include a six-month (or equivalent),
full-time mentored experience, preferably involving two or more
settings and multiple levels” (NPBEA, 2001). The developers of
these proposed guidelines suggest that a year-long, full-time expe-
rience would comprise an optimal internship.
    In a memorandum describing these recommendations, Joseph
Schneider (2001), NPBEA Executive Secretary, explains that prac-
titioners consistently report internship experiences (or the lack
thereof) have comprised the weakest component of their adminis-
trative preparation. The NPBEA work group endorsed this stan-
dard, fully comprehending that it would force some educational
administration program faculties to re-examine their program re-
quirements. Recognizing that full-time experiences of the proposed
duration often are unfeasible, the proposal does leave open the pos-
sibility for alternative clinical experiences, with the provision that
“an extended, culminating experience must be included” (NPBEA,
2001). Suggested alternatives include two three-month internships,
a four-month internship and two one-month field practicums, “or
another combination of experiences that equates to the total culmi-
nation” (NPBEA, 2001).
    Criticism of the quality of internship experiences is not a new
phenomenon, and it also exists within our own educational admin-
istration professorial ranks (Fusarelli, 2001; Tillman, 2001). The
clinical components of most preparation programs have been de-
scribed as being notoriously weak (Milstein, Bobroff, & Restine,
1991; Murphy, 1992), due in part to the problematic nature of the
typical administration student, who tends to enroll in graduate
coursework on a part-time basis while retaining full-time teaching
or administrative employment. As early as 1960, the American
Association of School Administrators traced field experience weak-
nesses to this part-time student issue. Adding further fuel to the fire
is the fact that some educational administration programs do not
even include internships as part of their required experiences. A
recent study of elementary principals, for example, determined that
approximately 1/3 did not participate in pre-service clinical expe-
riences (Doud & Keller, 1998).
The UCEA Expectation
    Since a primary UCEA mission is to improve the preparation of
educational leaders, it seems appropriate for our organization to
“weigh in” on this debate. Furthermore, two-thirds of UCEA-mem-
ber institutions maintain NCATE accreditation, so this proposed
standard would affect many of our member institutions. UCEA
membership requirements state that each UCEA-affiliated institu-
tion must deliver a program that “includes concentrated periods of
full-time study and supervised clinical practice” (UCEA, 2001), so
one would assume that our programs already have internship re-
quirements in place. But the plain fact is that not every UCEA-
member institution currently adheres to this UCEA clinical require-
ment. While UCEA has promulgated an expectation, it is neither
universally applied nor contextually rigid.
    In addition to satisfying UCEA expectations, educational admin-
istration preparation programs also must adhere to state regulations.
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beneficial, so that students can draw upon their combined
coursework and training, but it should not be the only model.
2. Quality mentors should be selected who are not only
good role models but also articulate advocates of a theory-
focused practice. Mentors should be selected for interns who
are not only good models of empowering, constructivist lead-
ers but also persons who are capable of connecting theory to
practice. Thus, mentors are not only articulate “doers,” they
are also exemplars of tying what they do to larger webs of
meaning. Without this prequisite, mentors are merely “mir-
rors” instead of models of critical practice. Mentors must
provide the glue which connects critical inquiry to action.
Otherwise, interns are simply blindly “practicing practice.”
3. Clinical activities should provide for experiences of
sufficient duration and intensity to apply significant course
content. The NCATE language advocates for a substantial
and sustained internship experiences. Our students note that
if they merely “drop in” to a school to log intern hours, they
feel they place an additional burden on their mentors, who
sometimes are forced to quickly identify a task for them to
complete. Additionally, when students participate in these
brief encounters, they frequently engage in experiences with-
out sufficient background information to fully understand
the reasons underlying their mentors’ decisions. In short,
when they are unable to place these activities within their
full and complete context, they do not fully benefit from
these experiences. Furthermore, administrator candidates
occasionally need to experience the administrative role on a
“day in-day out” basis, so they gain an understanding of the
time demands and stress-filled encounters which are the es-
sence of current school administration. However, there are
no “magic numbers” that can equate to a normative delinea-
tion of “quality” and a search for them is not a fruitful exer-
cise. In short, there are lots of “horses” out there but no ideal
horse.
4. Be pragmatic: Getting real About “raising” require-
ments. Finally, the necessity for insisting that there are many
“horses” possible to design quality internships rests on the
political realities of state control. We have no desire to re-
peat the foibles of the Holmes experience in which colleges
changed requirements for preparing teachers, only to see the
politics of state support undercut their best intentions. We
note with dismay that while we are discussing raising the
requirements for becoming school administrators, includ-
ing more hours for the internship, many states have passed
or are considering making it possible for a larger group of
persons to become school administrators by short-circuiting
most university requirements which now exist.

Beware the Siren of State Support
for Full-Time Clinical Experiences
    If clinical experiences are to be full-time, funding must be real-
istically anticipated and provided. Future lawyers typically com-
plete clerkships, and doctors-in-training complete residency pro-
grams; these experiences occur under the tutelage of mentors and
provide monetary compensation, at least to some degree. By pro-
viding paid internship experiences for aspiring principals and su-
perintendents, we may place educational administration on a simi-
lar playing field as other recognized professions. However, pro-

In conducting an informal survey of each state’s clinical expecta-
tions for administrator programs, we determined that nearly half
mandate an administrative internship, with the remaining states
leaving this decision to each university’s discretion. Those requir-
ing internships vary in their approach: Some mandate experiences
by college credits, others by clock hours or school years. Thus, to
echo Antisthenes’ early commentary, there already exists plenty of
“horses” out there in the real world.
Toward High Quality Internships: Making Them Happen
    Rather than engage in a debate regarding “ideal programs,” we
want to come down on the side of quality internship experiences.
We would be hard pressed to identify a universal minimum num-
ber of hours (or months) necessary for a high quality internship
experience. For example, Iowa State University’s program currently
requires 400 field-experience hours for principal licensure, sustained
throughout the two-year program. Our faculty reached this deci-
sion after establishing program outcomes and course expectations
for our principalship program. Careful consideration was given to
making this requirement reasonable and workable, in an effort to
balance students’ full-time employment and family responsibili-
ties, while remaining cognizant of the time demands of already
overworked mentor administrators. Since our state does not pro-
vide compensation for field experiences, either to the administra-
tor candidate or to the school district, it is rare for a student to
participate in a paid internship experience. Discussions with our
students reach a nearly unanimous conclusion: If they were required
to take a one-semester unpaid leave from professional employment
to complete their clinical hours, they would not earn their adminis-
trative licensure.
    Clearly, within the context of administrator preparation in the
state of Iowa, requiring in excess of 400 hours would be problem-
atic, especially in light of the fact that our program already requires
more than any of the state’s six other preparation programs. We
believe, however, that we have been effective in fashioning clini-
cal experiences that meet our standards for program quality.
Some Factors to Consider for
a High Quality Internship Experience
    Let us be clear in understanding the language of the NCATE
proposal: Although it endorses a six-month extended internship as
the preferred approach, it announces that other alternatives are ac-
ceptable, provided that an extended culminating experience is in-
cluded. This willingness to consider alternative models does em-
power educational administration faculties to develop comprehen-
sive field experiences that are of high quality. We offer these crite-
ria to assist.

1. Clinical experiences must be integrated throughout the
student’s program rather than being targeted at the end. Each
course should have identified internship experiences that
could be completed to extend theory-to-practice connections.
To facilitate this mission, courses can be sequenced so that
authentic internship activities are aligned with administra-
tors’ tasks at the appropriate time of year (such as develop-
ing the school budget in the spring). This approach permits
interns the opportunity to become proficient with responsi-
bilities throughout the academic year: longer-range planning
in the summer, start-of-school activities in the fall, closing
down the school in the spring, and routine day-to-day expe-
riences. Certainly, a culminating internship also would be
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viding paid internships will not happen unless there is unparalleled
interagency collaboration, to include the following:

∑ State legislatures and state departments of education
must provide sufficient funding to release aspiring adminis-
trators from their full-time positions. If clinical activities of
a shorter duration are planned (for example, one month), we
advocate that the state provide the school or school district
with sufficient funding to employ a substitute for the dura-
tion of the intern’s release time. For this program to be work-
able, the state must allocate funds for all interns, not only
those who are selected through a competitive application
process for only a handful of paid positions.
∑ School district personnel must be willing to release
the intern to participate in these clinical experiences. We
can envision an instance in which an aspiring administrator
in a high-demand content area (for example, technology edu-
cation or special education) may not be released, because a
substitute teacher could not be located in the area of spe-
cialty. It would be fundamentally unfair to only release ad-
ministrative candidates to fulfill their clinical hours in those
areas in which substitutes could be obtained. In order to fa-
cilitate these releases, state department officials may need
to relax substitute teacher certification requirements for these
areas of highest need.
∑ University and school district personnel should con-
tinue to experiment with collaborative arrangements for in-
ternship experiences. Tucker and Grogan have explained the
University of Virginia’s model, in which a full-time intern-
ship program has been developed with cooperating school
districts. These programs essentially are a “win-win” solu-
tion for all parties. School districts can hire administrative
interns at a lower cost than fully trained administrators and
can observe their performance with an eye toward future
employment, aspiring administrators gain valuable experi-
ence without having to forego their teaching or administra-
tor salaries, and university personnel have the opportunity
to work with a cohort who simultaneously are engaging in
similar learning tasks.

    The current shortage of administrators being experienced by
many states should not have an impact on a high-quality program.
At Iowa State University, many of our students have been hired out
of our cohorts before they complete their program requirements.
This is because the State reduced the number of hours required for
temporary licensure to ease the situation of candidate scarcity. Stu-
dents must still complete their coursework in order to qualify for
full licensure. We do not view the ISU requirements as optimal but
basic. If the condition were the former, we would be producing the
educational equivalent of the World War Two naval officer “ninety
day wonders.”
Summary
    There is no “ideal” way to prepare school administrators, even
while we may generally agree about what constitutes the desirable
content of formal university curriculum to teach them. The propo-
sition that future school administrators ought to have some real
time in real schools doing real administrative work approaches in-
dubitability. Yet our experiences inform us that there are many ways
to provide for these experiences. Given the extreme nature of de-
centralization and state politics of American education, any “stan-

dard” embracing the “ideal” is nearly always an exercise in local
pragmatism. We believe that by focusing on clinical experiences
that of are of high-quality instead of debating Plato’s “ideal horse,”
we engender a more fruitful perspective on this type of discourse.
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Fordham University: Coherence out of Diversity
    In response to societal, pedagogical, and economic pressures
for changes colleges of education and departments of educational
leadership have sought alternative formats for the preparation of
future educational leaders (Glasman & Glasman, 1997). The use
of collaboration partnerships in the development and delivery of
programs aimed at the preparation and development of various
professionals has gained credibility as an efficient and effective
organizational strategy (Petersen, 1999).  While it is common place
for preparation programs to talk about collaboration, few institu-
tions actually implement programs that are mutually and
collaboratively developed, with a shared vision, and demonstrate
organizational commitment from all partners (Fusarelli & Smith,
1999).  One program that has made substantial strides and enjoyed
success and recognition with their endeavors to collaborate with
school practitioners and other institutions is Fordham University’s
Administration, Policy and Urban Education Department.
    Diversity and collaboration define Fordham University’s Ad-
ministration, Policy and Urban Education graduate programs: Geo-
graphic diversity, as students come from the City and the suburbs,
from NY, NJ, and Connecticut, as well as overseas.  Ethnic diver-
sity, as the doctoral (both Ph.D. and Ed.D.) and masters and pro-
fessional diploma programs, represent the African-American,
Latino, Asian and White communities of the greater New York
metropolitan area. And religious and secular diversity, since
Fordham takes its Jesuit tradition seriously and serves students from
Catholic and other religious institutions—as students from reli-
gious orders and dioceses are drawn to Fordham from across the
world (Africa, Philippines, Asia, Australia).
    Fordham not only has a multitude of cohorts recruited for the
Master-Professional Diploma (MS/PD) and PhD/EdD but also
within the cohorts are subgroups representing the diversity of pro-
fessions and institutions we served.  Within the Executive Leader-
ship Program (ELP), now in its 12th year, for example, are doctoral
students from K-12 education, from higher education, church lead-
ership, and human resources education. This diversity-within-di-
versity makes for a rich learning environment, not often found in
graduate study today.
    The glue that holds these diverse cohorts together is collabora-
tion: collaboration between school districts and the university, who
at the MS/PD pay one-third of the students’ costs, the university
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contributes a third, and the students pay a third.  This arrangement
encourages “sending districts” within the City and neighboring
towns such as Yonkers and Greenburgh, NY, to nominate their most
talented educators, to commit to giving them a good internship
experience and even to promoting them.  Collaboration between
the Archdiocese of New York (stretching up into Putnam and
Rockland Counties) and the Dioceses of Brooklyn and Rockville
Center (Long Island) gives Fordham a stake in helping Catholic
schools and their leaders in the largest Catholic community in the
country. These programs are coordinated through Fordham’s Cen-
ter for Non Public Education, a unique feature of the Fordham gradu-
ate program in school leadership.
    If this all sounds complicated, it is. Fordham has struggled to
give coherence to this diversity and collaboration.  And we’ve suc-
ceeded in several interesting ways. First, we seek to recruit stu-
dents who can make a real contribution to their particular institu-
tions and communities. Second, students within cohorts work to-
gether for years, coming to know and support one another during
graduate study and beyond.  And third, students take a clearly de-
fined series of courses that include: the role of teaching and learn-
ing, and the organizational, political, financial, legal, and social
foundations, from theoretical, technical, and managerial perspec-
tives.
    • Entry Level: The VIA (Visionary, Instructional & Administra-
tive) Program includes a robust curriculum leading to a Master’s
of Science in Education (MSEd) or Professional Diploma (PD) in
Educational Administration for students interested in receiving state
certification (in NY, CT, NJ) at both the school (SAS) and district
(SDS) levels.  VIA is an innovative professional program through
its close working relationship with area schools and other institu-
tions in the field, to bring theory and practice together in a practical
and productive way.  An internship is an integral part of the pro-
gram.
    • Advanced Level: The advanced-level program is geared for
mid-career professionals seeking a PhD or EdD in Administration
with a special emphasis on institutional leadership and/or research
and development positions in American schools, religious organi-
zations, business, or other related fields.   Two programs, the Ex-
ecutive Leadership Program (ELP) and the Church Leadership Pro-
gram (CLP) are combined in  “cohorts” of between 12 and 22 stu-
dents, giving students a peer support group to sustain them through
their doctorate. The doctoral courses rest on a number of disci-
plines, including philosophy, history, culture, sociology, legal analy-
sis, policy and political science, psychology, and organizational
studies. These courses interact to give students an understanding
of leadership in modern, complex systems such as schools. Courses,
assignments, a one-year residency program, dissertations and other
learning opportunities reinforce the knowledge and theoretical base
in the field.
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    Fordham’s program has a long and distinguished history and
brings together MS/PD and PhD/EdD students in a number of other
settings. The Center for Non Public Education reaches out to the
dioceses of the region, and is led by Dr. Gerald Cattaro.  Institutes
are held in the summer: one week, intensive experiences, with long
histories of excellence. Dr. Bruce Cooper coordinates the National
Finance Institute, now in its 5th year, bringing to campus leaders in
school finance and economics. Dr. Lew Smith is planning the 4th

National Principals Institute for this summer; and Dr. Cattaro orga-
nizes institutes for private religious school leaders, last summer in
Rome and this year in Ireland. In 2000 and again in 2001, the Prin-
cipals Institute was supported by a grant from the Chase Founda-
tion, identifying six exemplary, “improved and reformed” schools
for a national award. Fordham’s program also includes a Human
Resources Education program, run by Dr. Toby Tetenbaum, to pre-
pare leaders for business.
    These enterprises support and are supported by an extensive re-
search and development agenda, as faculty do studies and publish
together, often involving doctoral students in their publications and
presentations.  This reflects our philosophy that the best practitio-
ners are those who are critically reflective and engaged in major
issues in education.  For two years, the Division has successfully
sponsored a doctoral student to attend the UCEA Graduate Student
Seminar at AERA. We’ve published widely, and are part of key
editorial boards and committees. Out of diversity and collabora-
tion emerges a powerful environment for preparing school, church,
and business leaders—while building on and extending the knowl-
edge base in education leadership.
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Educational Accountability: What School
Leaders Should Know and Do

Sponsored by the UCEA Center for the Study of
School–Site Leadership, in cooperation with Brock

University in St. Cathrines Ontario
The UCEA Center for the Study of School-Site Leadership
will hold an conference in cooperation with Brock Univer-

sity.  The conference will be held July 9-10 at Brock Univer-
sity in St. Catherines, Ontario.  This two day conference will
cover the following topics:  Using Accountability to Build

School Capacity, The Hard Edge of Accountability in
Schools, Building Productive Relationships with Parents and
Other Community Partners in an Era of Accountability, and
Effective Leadership and Standards for School Administra-
tors in an Era of Accountability.  Keynote speeches will be
delivered by Kenneth Leithwood, Lorna Earl, Mary Erina

Driscoll, and Phil Hallinger.

UCEA Program Centers Review
George J. Petersen, UCEA Associate Director

 with the assistance of the UCEA Program Center Directors  1

    The primary purpose of a UCEA Program Center is to work in a
target area of interest over a substantial period of time through iden-
tifying and linking the interests and resources of UCEA-member
and non-member institutions, school districts, and governmental
agencies.   Currently UCEA has eight program centers.  Each of
these centers has contributed greatly to UCEA’s mission through
their involvement of faculty in timely and significant work in fo-
cused areas of inquiry.  The presence of these centers has also added
a vibrant dimension to their respective departmental academic ac-
tivities. They have made substantial contributions to knowledge
production and the exchange of ideas in the field of educational
administration and the varied organizations served by educational
leaders.  In this issue of the UCEA Review we will share with our
colleagues the focus, strengths, and contributions recently made
by each of these centers.

UCEA Center for the Study of Academic Leadership
Co-Directors:

Dr. Mimi Wolverton, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Dr. Walter H. Gmelch, Iowa State University

Program Description:
    The Center for Academic Leadership is involved in broad based
studies of higher education leadership in order to inform policy
decisions as they pertain to the recruitment, selection, training, and
retention of qualified educational leaders. In its efforts to do so,
researchers attached to the Center have conducted four national/
international research projects on the department chair and two na-
tional/international projects on academic deans.  The department
chair studies included survey research conducted at 100 research
and doctorate-granting institutions (both UCEA and non-UCEA)
in the United States and replication studies with all department chairs
in Australia.  In addition, research was also conducted on commu-
nity college chairs. The Center has disseminated 14 editions of the
Center’s newsletter (formerly the Center for the Study of Depart-
ment Chairs Newsletter), published three books and more than 20
articles, developed leadership training projects and materials, and
presented workshops for department chairs from this research base.
In 1998, the Center expanded its research agenda to deans and other
academic leaders and adopted its current name, The Center for
Academic Leadership.  To date, one national study of 1400 deans,
one international study of all Australian deans, and several qualita-
tive studies has been conducted.  From this research base, Center
researchers have produced three editions of the Center’s newslet-
ter (CAL), presented more than a dozen papers at conferences, and
published several articles.  In addition, one monograph has been
released (The Changing Nature of the Academic Deanship, Jossey-
Bass), and another is forthcoming from ACCTE .  A book, College
Deans: Leading from within, is scheduled for release in the fall by
Oryx/Greenwood Press.
Originally, the Center was housed at Washington State University
under the name of the Center for the Study of Department Chairs
and the directorship of Walter Gmelch.  In 1998, it became jointly
affiliated with Washington State University and Iowa State Uni-
versity when Dr. Walt Gmelch moved to Iowa State as dean of the
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College of Education.  Today, Dr. Mimi Wolverton and Dr. Walt
Gmelch serve as co-directors.  In the fall, 2001, the Center will no
longer be affiliated with Washington State University.  Instead, Iowa
State’s partner institution will become the University of Nevada-
Las Vegas.  For more information on this UCEA Center, contact
Walt Gmelch at Iowa State (wgmelch@iastate.edu) or Mimi
Wolverton at UNLV (mimi.wolverton@ccmail.nevada.edu).

UCEA Center for the Study of Educational Finance
Co-Directors:

Dr. David C. Thompson, Kansas State University
Dr. R. Craig Wood, University of Florida

Program Description:
    UCEA’s Center for the Study of Educational Finance began in
1990 under the direction of David C. Thompson and R. Craig Wood.
Since the establishment of the center, it has played a critical role in
the study and dissemination of knowledge and research on educa-
tional finance at national, state, and local levels while assisting in
the translation and synthesis of research into public policy and edu-
cational practice. Although the work conducted by the center var-
ies, it has focused primarily on leading and assisting with funding
policy issues in individual states.  Requests for litigation or legisla-
tive support services have commanded much of the Center’s time,
resulting in technical studies for plaintiffs, defendants, and/or leg-
islatures seeking to improve state funding formulas. At the same
time the Center has issued regular calls for scholarly papers and
published monographs each year.  Since 1990, the Center has pro-
duced more than 20 major legislative or litigation technical reports,
provided over 50 presentations or other services to policy-making
audiences. Recent publications include Thompson, D. C.  & Wood,
R. C. (1998) Money and Schools: A Handbook for Practitioners.
New York: Eye on Education, and Wood, R. C. & Thompson, D. C.
(Spring 1998). Educational Considerations, v25, n2 (Special edi-
tors). For more information on this UCEA Center, contact David
C. Thompson at Kansas State University
(finance@coe.educ.ksu.edu) or R. Craig Wood at the University of
Florida (rcwood@coe.ufl.edu).
UCEA Center for the Study of Field
Practices, Special Education Administration
Co-Directors:

Dr. Leonard Burrello, Indiana University
Dr. Carl Lashley, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Dr. Edith E. Beatty, State of Vermont
Dr. Lauren P. Hoffman, Lewis University, Illinois

Program Description:
    The UCEA Center for the Study of Field Practices, Special Edu-
cation Administration has focused its interests and research in fol-
lowing the evolutionary role of central office special education lead-
ership functions. With the re-structuring and downsizing of central
staff and the site based management movements, the Center is con-
cerned with corresponding developments in system unification and
site based leadership behavior of the school principals. The current
focus of the center corresponds with recent developments in sys-
tem unification and site based leadership behavior of the school
principals as well as its impact on the central office behavior and
functions of the special education leadership personnel). The cen-
ter has recently completed three instructional videos on contempo-
rary issues in special education like collaboration, restructuring,

and secondary school change and the inclusion of students with
disabilities. The last two videos used Elmore’s concept of scale as
a means to illustrate the persistent of leadership in advocating and
support a framework that can be replicated across a large high school
or an entire school district (Burrello, Friend, and Burrello). Other
recent research and evaluation projects conducted by the center
include an organizational re-design study in Vermont (Beatty and
Burrello) and an organizational development project involving 11
school districts trying to translate a leadership vision into four in-
ter-related re-structuring concepts (Burrello and Hoffman). A Con-
ference on Teaching and Learning has deliberated each aspect of
the leadership vision: common expectations/multiple assessments;
personalizing learning; collaborative teams; and effective teaching
strategies. The conference leaders are building frameworks toward
a vision and determine if the redesign of independent work into
more collaborative work raises their capacity to differentiate in-
struction.  From a special education leadership perspective we are
trying to transformation special education into merged staff of pro-
fessionals dedicated to personalizing learning for all students.  Fi-
nally, Burrello and Lashley are revising a paper on deliberative
planning, which is the foundation of the center’s current organiza-
tional development work. Burrello, Lashley, and Beatty have re-
cently published a new book with Corwin Press that highlights their
collaborative work since 1995 entitled: Educating All Students
Together. Burrello and Hoffman are contemplating a new book
based upon the center’s work in 2003).  For more information on
this UCEA Center, contact Leonard Burrello at Indiana University
(burrello@indiana.edu)

UCEA Center for the Study of Leadership
and Ethics in Educational Administration
Co-Directors:

Dr. Margaret Grogan, University of Virginia
Dr. Paul Begley, University of Toronto/OISE

Program Description:
    The Center for the Study of Leadership and Ethics in Educa-
tional Administration is involved in work that investigates of the
significance of values and ethics in educational leadership. In it’s
various collaborative research efforts, the Center has played a stra-
tegic role in the study and dissemination of knowledge designed at
better understanding the role of ethics and values in the practice of
leadership and administration. These efforts have resulted in suc-
cessful annual conferences, the production of numerous scholarly
essays and papers, center newsletters, and the design of instruc-
tional materials for preservice and inservice education. Recent pub-
lications include: Begley, P. (2001) Guiding values for future school
leaders. In Begley, P. T. and Slater, C. (Eds.). School leadership in
Canada (3rd Edition). Mt. St. Louis, Ontario: Paul Begley & As-
sociates.  Begley, P. T.  (2000). Values and leadership: Theory de-
velopment, new research and an agenda for the future. The Alberta
Journal of Educational Research, 46 (3), 233-249. Begley, P. (2000)
Guiding values for future school leaders. In Walker, A., Begley, P.
T., & Dimmock, C. (Eds.) School leadership in Hong Kong. Hong
Kong: Chinese University of Hong Kong. Begley, P. T. (Ed.). (1999).
Values and educational leadership. Albany, NY: SUNY Press.
Begley, P. T. & Leonard, P. (Eds.). (1999). The values of educa-
tional administration. London: Falmer Press. Bredo, E. (1998). Ethi-
cal implications of organization theory. Managing and Leading,
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4(4), 256-274. Campbell, E. (2000). Professional Ethics in Teach-
ing: Towards the development of a code of practice. Cambridge
Journal of Education, 30(2), 203-221. Gardiner, M., Enomoto, E.,
& Grogan, M. (2000). Coloring outside the lines: Mentoring women
into school leadership. Albany, NY: SUNY Press.  Through work
conducted through the center, two graduate level courses on the
topics of professional values and ethical dimensions of leadership
are being offered at the program center’s host institutions. At the
University of Virginia.  The seminar is taught by, Drs. Margaret
Grogan, Daniel Duke, and Eric Bredo teach an advanced seminar
that looks at learning theories, physical facilities, and the moral
and ethical dimensions of school leadership. At the University of
Toronto/OISE, Paul Begley teaches a graduate course entitled, Per-
sonal and Professional Values of Educational.   Aside from these
courses at the center’s respective university campuses, selected
examples of other inservice work include the Australian Principal
Centre Summer Institute Programs (January 2001), The University
of Tasmania Summer School (January 2000), A university credit
course in values and educational leadership for Australian school
administrators. University of Tasmania, Launceston, Tasmania,
Australia, The Caribbean Society for the Study of Educational
Administration (May 1999), and the St. Lucia Ministry of Educa-
tion, Youth, Sport and Culture (May 1999). Currently the center is
planning its fifth annual Ethics and Leadership Conference, to be
held in Charlottesville in October 4-6, 2001. For more information
on this UCEA Center or the conference in Charlottesville, contact
Margaret Grogan at the University of Virginia
(mgrogan@virginia.edu) or Paul Begley at the University of
Toronto/OISE (pbegley@oise.utoronto.ca).

UCEA Center for the Study of Leadership in Urban Schools
Director:

Dr. Kay Weise, University of Houston
Program Description:
    The UCEA Center for the Study of Leadership in Urban Schools
continues to examine the complex problems in urban educational
settings. Through this work, the Center has established a collabo-
rative network with institutions and organizations working within
urban education in order to facilitate the free exchange of ideas on
urban educational leadership issues and develop creative leader-
ship in individuals working in educational settings. Recently the
Center expanded its field-based, problem-centered program to five
cohorts that include students from ten collaborating school districts.
The most intensive of these is the Houston ISD Secondary
Principalship Academy. The program emphasizes research-based
leadership, self-knowledge, and interpersonal effectiveness. For
more information on this UCEA Center, contact Kay Weise at the
University of Houston (weise@uh.edu)

UCEA Center for the Study of School Site Leadership
Co-Directors:

Dr. Stephen L. Jacobson, SUNY at Buffalo
Dr. Kenneth A. Leithwood, University of Toronto/OISE

Program Description:
    The UCEA Center for the Study of School Site Leadership was
established in 1999 in order to foster collaborative forms of re-
search about school leadership. They provide regular syntheses
about the state of the art of leadership preparation and practice and

disseminate this information to both the research and practitioner
communities. A major priority for this bi-national Center, hosted
by the State University of New York at Buffalo and the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education at the University of Toronto Cen-
ter, is to develop a better understanding of the implications for school
site leadership on contexts characterized by economic, racial, eth-
nic and cultural diversity. Through this work, the Center has fos-
tered collaborative partnerships with the field that have resulted in
the development and implementation of educational opportunities
for school leaders to become more familiar with the practical im-
plications of the research for their own practice and to provide ad-
vice for policy makers embarking on initiatives with implications
for school leaders. Currently the center will sponsor a conference,
in collaboration with Brock University in St. Catharines, Ontario
on July 9 &10, 2001. For more information on this UCEA Center
or the conference in St. Catharines, Ontario, contact Stephen L.
Jacobson at the SUNY at Buffalo (eoakiml@acsu.buffalo.edu) or
Kenneth A. Leithwood at the University of Toronto/OISE
(kleithwood@oise.utoronto.ca).

UCEA Center for the Study of the Superintendency
Co-Directors:

Dr. Lars Björk, University of Kentucky
Dr. C. Cryss Brunner, University of Minnesota

Program Description:
    The joint UCEA Center for the Study of the Superintendency
established in 1998, is one of nine centers created by the UCEA to
undertake research and development activities on a wide range of
issues facing the field. The purpose of the center, co-directed by
Dr. Lars Björk, University of Kentucky, and Dr. C. Cryss Brunner,
University of Wisconsin-Madison, is to create a forum for research-
ers, practitioners, and professional associations to collaborate in
defining and conducting research on a wide array of issues related
to the superintendency.  The Center’s Advisory Board, composed
of distinguished scholars, state education agency representatives,
superintendents, and representatives from professional associations,
reflects the Joint Center’s commitment to cultivating broad-based
participation of practitioners and academics in fulfilling its pur-
pose. Advisory Board meetings are held at the American Associa-
tion of School Administrators (AASA) Annual Conference, pro-
viding opportunities to define common research interests of, and
bridge the gap between, the academic and practice arms of the pro-
fession. Support for the Center’s activities is generated from pro-
fessional associations, universities, state agencies, and philanthropic
foundations.  The Center draws upon the expertise of recognized
scholars in UCEA’s member institutions in the United States and
Canada, in other universities and in professional associations when
conducting research. Recent activities of the Center include: Glass,
T., Björk, L., & Brunner, C. C. (2000).  The study of the American
Superintendency: 2000 Arlington, VA: AASA.  Peyton-Caire,
Simms, M., & Brunner, C. C., (Guest Editors) (December 2000)
Urban Education—Special Issue: Women of color and the super-
intendency.  Brunner, C. C.,  (2000) Principles of power: Women
superintendents and the riddle of the heart.  SUNY Press, and
Brunner, C. C. & Björk, L. (Editors) Advances in research and
theories of school management and educational policy that is sched-
uled for publication in 2002 by Elsevier Press, Oxford, England.
Additional projects are being planned in collaboration with state
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and national associations, state agencies and foundations. For more
information on this UCEA Center, contact Lars Björk at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky (lbjor1@pop.uky.edu) or C. Cryss Brunner at
the University of Minnesota (brunner@umn.edu).

UCEA Center for the Patterns of
Professional Preparation in Administration
Director:

Dr. M. Scott Norton, Arizona State University
Program Description:
    The UCEA Program Center for Preparation Programs, located at
Arizona State University, began in 1983.  The Center has focused
primarily in pursuing work in the area of the professional prepara-
tion of educational administrators and research relating to lines of
inquiry that provides insights in the improvement of practice.  Other
work conducted by the Center include examining changes in edu-
cational leadership preparation programs and practices with an at-
tempt to analyze the trends that produce these changes including
identifiable patterns of influence. In these efforts the Center has
involved UCEA-members and other institutions in the research and
program activities of the center. It has disseminated the study re-
sults through publications, conference presentations, and other means. In addition, the Center has assumed leadership in the planning
and implementation of special interest group sessions in the form of discussion groups, symposia, and seminars. Many of these sessions
have been held in conjunction with the annual UCEA convention through presentations relating to the work of UCEA’s program
centers, job-alike sessions for department chairs, and symposia that focused on the specific topics related to the Center’s completed
research activities. Recently the Center completed a study of collaborative efforts in the preparation of school leaders.  The 2000 study
entitled, “Distance Education in Educational Administration Preparation Programs,” examined the status of distance education pro-
grams in 46 of the 59 UCEA-member institutions. Results of the investigation revealed that educational administration units housed
with other program emphases were using collaborative efforts to a relatively high degree and that this collaborationwas evident within
other colleges at these institutions along with more collaboration with local districts and institutions within the state.  The monograph
is available without cost by contacting the Center. The Center is currently developing a study that will investigate the National Policy
Board for Educational Administration’s seven program guidelines for Advanced Programs in Educational Administration in relation to
their implementation in preparation programs nationally. For more information on this UCEA Center, contact M. Scott Norton at
Arizona State University (scott.norton@asu.edu).
1  We would like to acknowledge and thank Professor M. Scott Norton, Director of the UCEA Center for the study of Pat-

terns of Professional Preparation in Administration for the use of his 1999-2000 UCEA Program Center Annual Report in

this article.

At UCEA’s 2000 Convention in Albuquerque, New Mexico, four
of UCEA’s Program Centers received a Program Center Award
for their meritorious efforts and contributions.  The Center of
Preparation Programs for Field Practices in Special Education,
the Center for Patterns of Professional Preparation in Adminis-
tration, the Center for the Study of Academic Leadership, and
the Center for the Study of School Finance were the recipents of
the award.

UCEA Charlottesville Conference on Ethics and Leadership

    The UCEA Center for the Study of Leadership and Ethics is dedicated to providing a forum for the discussion of issues relevant

to ethics in schools and to creating and maintaining a supportive network for practitioners and scholars in educational leadership

roles.

    The Center is in the process of organizing a dynamic conference with many opportunities to meet and talk with other practitioners

and scholars who are striving to make an ethical difference in education. The theme for this year’s conference is: Leadership for

Ethical Schools: Dilemmas of Standards and Individual Needs.  This conference will take place October 4-6, 2001 at the Univer-

sity of Virginia campus.  You are invited to submit proposals for the breakout sessions.  Submissions should include title, author,

proposal of 1-2 pages, A/V requirements, and contact information including address, phone, and email.  Proposals should be sent to

UCEA Study of Leadership and Ethics, ATTN: Whitney Sherman, Ruffner Hall, University of Virginia, 405 South Emmet Street,

Charlottesville, VA, 22903.  Proposals are due June 1, 2001.  For more information please contact Whitney Sherman at

WHSherman@aol.com.

    The UCEA Ethics and Leadership Conference is an international conference that has attracted participants from Australia, the

United Kingdom, Canada, Barbados and Sweden as well as from all of the United States in past years. The conference attracts both

practitioners and scholars.
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UCEA Announces the 2001
Educational Leadership Award Recipients

    Twenty-one distinguished school administrators have been named
as recipients of the sixth UCEA Excellence in Educational Leader-
ship Award. This award is an annual recognition for practicing
school administrators who have made significant contributions to
the improvement of administrator preparation.  Each year, the UCEA
Executive Committee invites member university faculties to select
a distinguished school administrator who has an exemplary record
of supporting school administrator preparation efforts. This is an
unusual award in that it affords national recognition, but individual
universities select, nominate, and present the award to the recipi-
ents. It provides a unique mechanism for UCEA universities to build
good will and recognize the contributions of practitioners to the
preparation of junior professionals.  This year’s recipients (with
nominating institutions in parentheses) are:
    Dr. Brian M. Ali (Northern Illinois University) is Superinten-
dent of the DeKalb Community Unit School District, DeKalb, IL.
Dr. Ali’s career as a professional educator spans more than twenty-
five years.  Since assuming the Superintendency in DeKalb, Dr.
Ali began to work collectively with the College of Education at
NIU to create a formal partnership.  Dr. Ali believes that rapid
changes in society and education makes it incumbent upon school
districts to design and develop instructional programs and experi-
ences in partnership with colleges and universities that will pre-
pare students to function in a global society.
    Ms. Janet T. Baker (Miami University) is Superintendent of
the Hamilton City School District, Hamilton OH and last year was
recognized as The Ohio Superintendent of the Year.  As a result of
high administrator turnover, Ms. Baker established a partnership
with Miami University to train a cohort of future leaders resulting
in fourteen members successfully completing principal certifica-
tion.  Ms. Baker also helped to develop a partnership with Miami
University whereby 40 administrators from the Hamilton school
district were enrolled in a program designed to create a stronger
administrator support base for science and math teachers.
    Dr. Louise S. Berry (University of Connecticut) is an attorney,
licensed nurse, former state senator, recipient of Ph.D. in educa-
tion, current member of the Uconn Board of Trustees, and a current
superintendent of schools in Brooklyn, CT since 1982.  Dr. Berry
has been active in the Connecticut Association of Public School
Superintendents since 1995.
    Dr. William J. Brosnan (Hofstra University) is currently super-
intendent of the Northport-East Northport UFSD on Long Island.
Dr. Brosnan provided the impetus for developing an administra-
tive certification program in his district to address concerns over
the shortage of well-qualified administrators in the area. A two-
year partnership with Hofstra University in pursuit of this goal will
culminate this year when fourteen educators from within Dr.
Brosnan’s district complete all requirements for New York State
Certification.
    Dr. Vincent J. Cappola (SUNY-Buffalo) is Executive Director,
Western New York Educational Service Council (ESC), Graduate
School of Edcuation, at SUNY-Buffalo.  The ESC is a professional
development center for educational administrators; currently Dr.
Cappola is developing a major grant from the Lila Wallace Reader’s

Digest Foundation to develop future school leaders in New York
State.  Dr. Cappola was an original member of the committee that
developed LIFTS (Leadership Initiative For Tomorrow’s Schools),
a reflective flield-based leadership preparation program that in-
volves collaboration between local school districts, BOCES, and
the University of Buffalo.
    Dr. James L. Clor (Wayne State University) is Superintendent
of the Warren Consolidated Schools.  Dr. Clor has been a leading
proponent of School District-University partnerships.  He has con-
ceptualized and implemented several innovative administrative in-
ternship programs with the assistance of neighboring universities.
He actively seeks to expand the professional development oppor-
tunities for all staff members in his school district.  As a result of
his leadership Warren Consolidated School district maitianns one
of the highs levels of support from its citizens of any school district
in the metropolitan area.
    Ms. Pegie A. Frazier (University of Northern Colorado) is the
Director for the Tointon Institute for Educational Change at UNC.
She is responsible for coordinating the Central Office Administra-
tive Leadership Academy and the Principal Leadership Academy,
two separate residential inservice programs for practicing school
leaders.  The academies provide an in-depth exploration of such
topics as change, leadership in standards-based systems, conflict-
ing constituencies and politics.  Many program participants iden-
tify the academy and the subsequent follow-up activities among
the most rewarding professional development experiences of their
careers.
    Dr. Mary Ellen Freeley (St. John’s University) is Superinten-
dent of Schools, Glenn Cove School District, Glenn Cove, NY.
The Dean and Faculty at the School of Education and Human Ser-
vices nominated Dr. Freeley in recognition of her contributions to
educational practice in the New York area and the quality of her
instruction in the graduate programs at St. John’s.
    Dr. Nancy S. Grasmick (University of Maryland College Park)
is the Maryland State Superintendent of Schools.  Under the lead-
ership of Dr. Grasmick, Maryland revamped the certification pro-
gram for school principals to reflect the more specific role of today’s
school leaders.  She instituted performance-based licensure assess-
ment for school principals making Maryland the first state to use
the School Leader Licensure Assessment.  Through her efforts on
the Maryland Task Force on the Principalship and the creation of
the Division of Professional and Strategic Development, Dr.
Grasmick has substantively improved the preparation of future lead-
ers by ensuring that the preparation principals receive is relevant to
the school setting.
    Mr. Willard Kent Hunsaker (University of Oregon) is super-
intendent of the Bethel School District, Eugene, OR.  Mr. Hunsaker
has been a valued partner with the University of Oregon’s Educa-
tional Leadership for a number of years.  Current collaborations
include being on the design team for Oregon’s executive leader-
ship institute (ContinUO) and teaching school finance.  In addition
to being highly rated by students, Mr. Hunsaker contributes to the
preparation of future leaders through his district’s financial sup-
port for teachers enrolled in the Administrator Licensure Program.
    Dr. Dianna M. Lindsay (The Ohio State University) is the Prin-
cipal of the Worhington Kilbourne High School.  Dr. Lindsay serves
on the faculty of the Harvard University Principal Center and has
represented Harvard at the annual seminar at Oxford University in
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Cambridge, England.  She also serves on the faculty of the Na-
tional Academy for Superintendents at The Ohio State University,
on numerous commissions and committees, and as a member of
the adjunct faculty for the College of Education.
    Dr. John Briggs McAndrews (SUNY-Albany) is the current
Superintendent of Schools, Niskayuna Central School District,
Niskayuna, NY.  In his roles as Assistant Professor, Assistant Su-
perintendent, and Superintendent Dr. McAndrews has contributed
in many significant ways to the encouragement and preparation of
school leaders in the Greater Capital Region of New York State.
Dr. McAndrews has also served as an adjunct professor for the
University at Albany and as a mentor for many aspiring adminis-
trators.
    Dr. Louis M. Maguire (Temple University) is co-executive di-
rector of Research for Better Schools (RBS), a non-profit agency
that provides a wide range of services to school districts.  In addi-
tion to his service as an adjunct faculty member, Dr. Maguire has
also facilitated faculty and graduate student access to RBS pro-
grams and projects.
    Dr. Teresa Northern Miller (Kansas State University) is the
Associate Principal, Manhattan High School, Manhattan, KS.  Dr.
Miller’s teaching and administrative experience spans 30 years.
Her work in leading teachers, mentoring faculty and new adminis-
trators, and caring for students has earned her significant amounts
of state and national recognition.
    Dr. Stewart D. Roberson (University of Virginia) is Superin-
tendent of Hanover County Public Schools in Ashland, VA.  Re-
cently named Executive Professor, Dr. Roberson teaches numer-
ous classes for the Administration and Supervision program at sev-
eral Virginia campuses.  As Executive Professor he will facilitate
the development of a new, innovative endorsement program de-
signed to recruit and prepare aspiring administrators.  Informally,
he has supported internships and other training experiences for sev-
eral years and has been an unwavering supporter of the Curry School
of Education.
    Dr. Kent Seidel (University of Cincinnati) is the Executive Di-
rector, Alliance for Curriculum Reform (ACR) in Cincinnati, OH.
The ACR is a collaborative of 26 national education associations,
including teacher’s unions, most subject area associations, and ad-
ministrator and higher education organizations.  Dr. Seidel also
serves as an adjunct professor teaching courses in curriculum and
development.  Recent projects include publication of the Assess-
ing Student Learning two-part series and work with the Regional
Accrediting Commissions to revise nationally-used school accredi-
tation processes and guidelines.
   Dr. William A. Sommers (University of Minnesota) is the Di-
rector of Organizational and Professional Development, Minne-
apolis Public Schools, Minneapolis, MN.  In his 30 years as an
educator Dr. Sommers has intergrated and synthesized a vast amount
of tacit knowledge from extensive and varied experiences.  A source
of support for many emerging and practicing school administrator
dealing with increasingly complex problems.  Dr. Sommers has
dedicated his career to creating the conditions for optimal learning
in schools for students and staff.
    Dr. Veronica Waterman Stalker (Iowa State University) is
Superintendent, Waukee Community School District, Waukee, IA.
The leader of a growing suburban school district whose strengths
in strategic planning, board relations, and school improvement have

provided leadership at both the local and state level.  As an adjunct
professor at Iowa State Dr. Stalker worked with the Iowa School
Finance and Leadership Consortium to help develop finance and
leadership skills for Iowa Superintendents.  In addition to her ap-
pointment by the governor of Iowa to the Iowa Educational Board
of Examiners, Dr. Stalker has received numerous awards including
the Iowa State University Virgil S. Lagomarcino Laureate Award.
    Dr. Troilen G. Seward (The College of William and Mary) is
Superintendent of Schools for the County of Dinwiddie.  Dr. Seward
has spent the greatest portion of her career as a school psychologist
and Director of Student Services in the public schools.  Dr. Seward
has contributed to several documents developed by the Virginia
Department of Education, including non-categorical Primary Spe-
cial Education Programs, Certification Revision for School Psy-
chology, Standards of Practice for School Psychology in VA., and
presently serves on the State Management Team for Comprehen-
sive Serv ices Act.
    Dr. Ronald D. Valenti (Fordham University) is Superintendent,
The Valley Stream Central High School, Nassau County.  Dr. Valenti
previously served as superintendent in the Blind Brook-Rye and
Harrison Central Districts.  He has served as an adjunct faculty at
Fordham University in both the masters and doctoral programs.
He is also Dean Emeritus of the statewide faculty for the Superin-
tendents Academy.  Dr. Valenti’s willingness to give his time and
ideas to the preparation of future educators has proven to be an
invaluable asset to Fordham’s administrator preparation program.
    Ms. Emil T. Wozniak (University of Nevada-Las Vegas) is the
Principal of Thurman White Middle School, Las Vegas, NV.  Mr.
Wozniak has been an invaluable resource to the UNLV/Clark County
Schools District Collaborative Principal Preparation Program.
Through this collaborative effort students are assigned a Mentor
Principal from the Clark County Schools.

Comments Welcome!
If you wish to comment on the contents of the

UCEA Review please visit our new discussion board
on the UCEA website (www.ucea.org) and post your

comments there or join our new UCEA listserv.

SIG Meetings in Cincinnati
We have several slots available at the 2001 UCEA
convention for Special Interest Group meetings.

Please contact the UCEA office as soon as possible,
as SIG meetings will be provided space on a first

come first serve basis.

A special thank-you goes to all who agreed to serve
as proposal reviewers for the 2001 Convention.
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CALL  FOR CASES

The editorial board and staff of the Journal of Cases in Educational Leadership are currently soliciting cases. The journal publishes in
electronic format peer-reviewed cases appropriate for use in programs that prepare educational leaders. The journal board and staff seek
a wide range of cases that embody relevant and timely presentation of issues germane to the work and preparation of educational
leaders.

Review Process
All cases will be subject to blind peer-review by the Editorial Board of the Journal. As is customary in most scholarly publications,
authors should be prepared to work with the editorial staff in revising manuscripts in accordance with editorial policy.  Cases should
focus on relevant and timely issues of educational leadership.  Cases should be especially relevant to graduate students preparing for
educational leadership roles and for educational professionals.  Cases will also be reviewed in terms of their usefulness in graduate
teaching environments and their potential for enabling analysis using multiple theoretical perspectives.  Clarity in writing is essential.
Other review criteria can be found on the JCEL web page.

Submission Guidelines
Manuscripts typically are at least 5 but no more than 15 double-spaced, typewritten pages (12 point) (i.e., between 1200-2000 words,
exclusive of teaching notes). All manuscripts should be submitted online to the editor.  If this is not possible, 4 copies of the manuscript
should be mailed to the editor. A cover sheet including the title, author’s name, address, and email address should accompany the
manuscript. The body of the manuscript should include only the title of the case on each page. A PC compatible disk will be requested
before final acceptance. Manuscripts may be submitted in either Microsoft Word or Wordperfect word processing formats.

All cases should include a one page “Teaching Note” that outlines how the material might be used in professional preparation programs
for educational leaders. Within the “Teaching Note,” authors should include a short 100 word abstract describing the topic(s) of the case
and brief synopsis of the case.  Additional fomatting guidelines are included on the JCEL web page.

Those interested in submitting cases should send their manuscript to gcrow@gse.utah.edu or mail 4 copies to:
Gary M. Crow

Department of Educational Administration
The University of Utah

1705 E. Campus Center Dr. Room 339
Salt Lake City, UT     84112-9254

Questions concerning the journal can be directed to Gary Crow at (801) 581-3377 or gcrow@gse.utah.edu.

VOLUME 4     NUMBER 2    SPRING 2001

An electronic publication of the University
Council for Educational Administration
in cooperation with the University of Utah

http://www.ucea.org/cases/index.html
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STATEMENT  OF PURPOSE
The Journal of Cases in Educational Leadership (JCEL) publishes in electronic format peer-reviewed cases
appropriate foruse in programs that prepare educational leaders. Building on a long tradition, the University
Council for Educational Administration sponsors this journal in an ongoing effort to improve administrative
preparation. The journal’s editorial staff seeks a wide range of cases that embody relevant and timely presenta-
tions of issues germane to the preparation of educational leaders.
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Eugene W. Ratsoy, University of Alberta
Pedro Reyes, University of Texas-Austin
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CASES

Cases published in JCEL may be downloaded and duplicated for non-profit use by an individual or educational/
public agency. Such reproductions must bear the citation of the article, including author’s name, title of case,
journal name and issue. Commercial use of JCEL in whole or in part is strictly prohibited.
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Burnout: Setve Watson’s First Year
as an Inner City Teacher
Richard Fossey, University of Houston
Pamela Angelle, Louisiana State University
Mary McCoy, Louisiana State University

Has Inclusion Gone Too Far?
George P. White, Lehigh University

Re-Affirming Outreach
Linda P. Rose, University of California - Los Angeles

School Improvement Plan #1:
Get Rid of Incompetent Teachers Anyway you Can!
Duane M. Covrig, University of Akron

The Family Learning Center Charter School:
Building from the Ground Up
James Detert, Harvard University
Natalie Detert, Harvard University
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2001 Convention Speakers
    Patricia Hill Collins, Paul T. Hill, and Eugene Garcia will be the featured speakers at the 2001 UCEA Convention in Cincinnati.
Collins will deliver an invited address at the UCEA Banquet Saturday evening, November 3; Hill will present the 11th annual Mitstifer
Lecture, sponsored by The Pennsylvania State University, on Saturday, November 3; and Garcia will serve as speaker for the 3rd
General Session on Sunday, November 4.
    Patricia Hill Collins is the Chair and Charles Phelps Taft Professor of Sociology in the Department of African
American Studies at the University of Cincinnati.  Professor Collins earned her BA and Ph.D. in sociology from
Brandeis University, and M.A.T. degree from Harvard University.  Research interests have dealt primarily with
issues of race, gender, social class, and nation specifically relating to African American women.  She has published
articles in many professional journals and is in the process of completing her fourth book.  Dr. Collins’ first book,
Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment (1990, 2000), won the
Jessie Bernard Award of the American Sociology Association for significant scholarship in gender, and the C.
Wright Mills Award of the Society for the Study of Social Problems.

    Paul T. Hill is Research Professor in the University of Washington’s Daniel J. Evans School of Public Affairs and
director of the Center on Reinventing Public Education.  He is also a Non-Resident Senior Fellow in the Brookings
Institutions Economic Studies Program.  Professor Hill earned his BA in political science from Seattle University
and his MA and Ph.D., also in political science, from Ohio State University.  Recent work has focused on reform of
public elementary and secondary education.  His latest book, Fixing Urban Schools (1998), gives strategies for
transforming failing urban public school systems. He is also the author (with Lawrence Pierce and James Guthrie)
of Reinventing Public Education: How Contracting Can Transform America1s Schools.  Dr. Hill is currently lead-
ing studies of school choice plans, charter schools, and school accountability.
    Eugene Garcia is the Dean of the Graduate School of Education and Professor of Language,

Literacy, and Culture in Education at the University of California @ Berkley. He earned his Ph.D. in Human Devel-
opment from University of Kansas.  Professor Garcia’s research is in linguistic and cultural diversity in schools. His
honors include: in 1991 an American Educational Research Association Senior Research Award, from 1983 to 1986
a Kellogg National Research Fellowship, from 1980 to 1981 a National Research Council Fellowship, and from
1976 to 1977 a Harvard University Postdoctoral Fellowship.  Among his numerous books are Understanding and
Meeting the Challenge of Student Diversity (1999), Meeting the Challenge of Linguistic and Cultural Diversity in
Early Childhood (with B. McLaughlin, 1995), and Education of Language Minority Students: Research, Policy and
Practice (with D. August, 1988).

UCEA Convention 2001 Pre-Sessions
    Four pre-sessions will be held this year in conjunction with the UCEA Convention in Cincinnati.  The pre-sessions focus on technol-
ogy, publishing, teaching with cases, and program evaluation.
    Scott McLeod of the University of Minnesota will coordinate a pre-session, “Technology for Educational Leadership Faculty” that
will provide participants with valuable information technology skills in a highly individualized learning environment. Participants
essentially will be given individualized tutoring in the computer skills and software packages that they have identified they want to
learn. A second pre-session is being offered by Jane Clark Lindle, James S. Rinehart, Lars Björk, Joyce Logan, and Susan J.
Scollay, members of the Educational Administration Quarterly (EAQ) editorial team.  This session will provide prospective authors of
EAQ articles, an individualized and intensive, hands-on writing session. Participants in this session must bring a “nearly” ready hard-
copy draft of a potential EAQ article.  The third pre-session will be organized by Janice Fauske and Claudia Seeley, members of the
Journal of Cases in Educational Leadership’s Editorial Board.  This session will provide discussions, demonstrations, and hands-on
experiences with using case studies in educational administration classrooms.  The fourth pre-session, facilitated by Bob Kottkamp is
a working session on “Designing a Study of Preparation Program Outcomes.” The pre-session will address the conceptual, measure-
ment and design issues involved in launching a pilot study of preparation program outcomes at a half dozen or more universities.
    Detailed descriptions of and schedules for each of these sessions will be included in our Convention Program. There will be limited
space in most of the sessions; registration will be first come first serve.

Cincinnati is Site of
UCEA Convention 2001

The University Council for Educational Administration’s 15th annual convention will be held at the Omni Netherlands Plaza in
Cincinnati, Ohio, on November 2-4, 2001.  The convention will open at 8:00 a.m. on Friday, November 2, and close at 12:00
p.m., Sunday, November 4.  The purpose of the convention is to engage participants in discussing research, policy, and practice
with a specific focus on educational administration and educational administration programs.  The 2001 theme is “Leadership
and Learning for the Success of All Children.”  Members of the 2001 Program Committee are Gail Furman, V. Darleen Opfer,
and Linda Skrla.  The University of Cincinnati will be hosting the 2001 convention.
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International Activities in UCEA:
Past and Future Conventions
Betty Merchant and William Ruff,
University of Texas - San Antonio

    At the International Scholars’ Breakfast during last November’s
UCEA conference, educational scholars from six of the world’s
seven continents participated in a lively discussion describing edu-
cation and schooling practices in different countries around the
world.  The United States, Canada, and Mexico were well repre-
sented; yet, the conversation extended beyond discussion about
North American educational practices.  Voices from experts on South
African, Indonesian, Australian, English and Swedish education in-
formed the majority of the similarities and differences between them
with respect to a variety of educational issues.  A focusing question
for the group was the worldwide exodus of the middle class from
public schools.  As participants addressed the issue, it quickly became clear that assumptions imbedded in the question, such as similar-
ity in class structure around the world, were not valid. For example, in some nations, such as South Africa, more than one class structure
exists.   It is through productive dialogues such as this that we are able to strip away the facade of familiarity, lay our assumptions bear
to scrutiny, and improve our level of inquiry, research and practice.
    To facilitate discussion among researchers in the United States and their colleagues in other countries, the 2001 UCEA Convention
will sponsor two sessions as follow-ups to last fall’s International Breakfast.  Early in the Convention, there will be a Conversation
session among researchers and practitioners from Australia, Canada, England, New Zealand, Mexico, Sweden and the United States.
The Conversation will serve as a mechanism for providing participants with cross-national, background information about the stan-
dards, accountability, and politics associated with the preparation of school leaders committed to promoting the learning and success of
al students.  Scheduling this session early in the Convention proceedings will provide people with an opportunity to meet and interact
with one another in the sessions that follow.  Towards the end of the Convention, there will be an Interactive Roundtable session with
a separate table for each of the seven countries that participated in the Conversation session. The Interactive Roundtables will provide
an opportunity for researchers and practitioners from these countries to engage in small group focused discussions to explore topics in
greater depth than that permitted by the Conversation format.
    The Conversations and Interactive Roundtables provide important opportunities for extending membership in UCEA to practitioners
enrolled in graduate programs in educational administration as well as to scholars and school leaders from other countries.  This is
consistent with the commitment of the leadership of UCEA to recruit new members and to create cross-national, professional networks
for addressing issues of concern to all those involved.   An international focus is critical to the future of UCEA. The reasons extend
beyond generic discussions of global communication and market places; the impact of what we do has always been reflected in the
faces of children.  Increasingly, these faces in our public schools reflect diversity in national origin as well as ethnicity.  By providing
school leaders with an effective understanding of comparative educational practices, they will be better able to meet the educational
needs of a diverse student population.  They will also be made more aware of the expectations of parents, grandparents, and community
members who may not have been educated in the United States.   To equip school leaders with these kinds of understandings, we must
maintain an active and continuous dialogue with our international colleagues on pertinent educational issues.  By acknowledging the
importance of cross-national collaboration, UCEA provides a forum in which this important dialogue can occur.

12th Annual UCEA Graduate Student Symposium
    The 12th annual UCEA Graduate Student Symposium will be held in conjunction with the UCEA Convention 2001 at the Albuquer-
que Hilton.  Three separate sessions have been planned around issues of relevance to graduate students as they successfully work
through their doctoral programs, seek and obtain positions in higher education, and excel as faculty members in those institutions.
    Specifically, Scott Mcleod of our convention host institution, The University of Cincinnati, has organized two sessions that provide
information and advice on 1) looking for a position, getting an offer, and negotiating a favorable package and 2) making the first few
years as a as junior faculty member successful ones.  A third session, organized by the UCEA Strategic Focus on Underrepresented
Groups in Educational Administration, will focus on recruiting, supporting, and sponsoring graduate students of color in educational
administration.  Each of the sessions will provide opportunities for students to work closely with symposium faculty and to discuss
important contemporary educational issues with colleagues from other institutions.
    Institutions are invited to send as many students as they wish to participate in the symposium.

Mark your calendars for UCEA Convention 2001 at the Omni Netherland Plaza,
November 2-4, Cincinnati, OH  Registration forms can be found on page 26-27.
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before 10/2  after 10/2

PLEASE FILL IN COMPLETELY

................$_____________
                Registration Total

................$____________
                Banquet Tickets

................$____________
                Contribution Total

Name_________________________________________________________________

Affiliation______________________________________________________________

Position________________________________________________________________

Address________________________________________________________________

City________________________________ State___________ Zip________________

Phone______________________________ Fax________________________________

E-mail_________________________________________________________________

How many UCEA conventions have you attended? _____________________________

• UCEA University Faculty ...................................$60....................$70
• Non-UCEA Faculty .............................................$75....................$85
• Practicing Administrator.......................................$75....................$85
• Graduate Students.................................................$30....................$35
• One-day Registration............................................$45....................$50

Leadership and Learning for the Success of All Children
November 2-4, 2001

Advance Registration (may be photocopied)

Before 10/5              After 10/5

PLEASE CIRCLE ONLY ONE REGISTRATION FEE

B
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E

G
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T
R

A
T
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N

PLEASE FILL IN APPROPRIATE SELECTIONS

O
T

H
E

R

_______ # of Banquet Tickets Needed @ $35
(Note: Banquet Tickets May Not Be Available On Site.)

Voluntary Contribution to National Graduate Research Seminar (Held at AERA)

Return check and completed registration form to: UCEA Convention 2000, 205 Hill Hall, Columbia, Missouri, 65211-
2185.  We do not accept credit cards.  Institutional purchase orders for registration fees will be accepted only through
September 29th.  Refund requests will not be considered after October 5th.

ARRIVAL TIMES

Executive Committee by noon, Tuesday, October 30
Plenum Representatives by noon, Thursday, November 1
Graduate Students by 8 a.m., Friday, November 2
Convention Participants by 8 a.m., Friday, November 2
The first convention session begins at 8 a.m., Friday,
November 2.  The convention ends on Sunday, Novemer
4, at 11:30.

_______Check here if you would prefer a vegetarian entree.

HOUSING AND TRANSPORTATION

From Airport/I-75 North:Take 275 East, follow signs
to I-75 North to Cincinnati; After I-75/I-71 Bridge,
road splits; Follow signs to 5th Street; Take 5th St. to
Race St.; Hotel is on the corner of 5th and Race St.  A
shuttle service, Jetport express, is available in front of
baggage claim at the airport.  It runs every half hour
and is available from 6:30 a.m. to 11:30 p.m.  The
rates are $14 one way, and $20 round trip.  Hotel res-
ervation forms can be downloaded from our website.

Checks Should Be Made Payable to “UCEA Convention”................$____________
                Total Enclosed
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Hotel Reservation Request
UCEA Convention 2001

November 2-4, 2001

Name_________________________________________________

Affiliation______________________________________________

Address________________________________________________

City_____________________ State________ Zip______________

Phone_________________________________________________

Omni Netherland Plaza
35 West 5th Street
Cincinnati, OH  45202-2899
Phone: (513) 421-9100

Omni Netherland Plaza
(513) 421-4291

[   ] Advance Deposit (One Nights Deposit Required)

      Deposit is Refunded if Cancelled Within 24 Hours

[   ] Credit Card (Please Complete the Information Below, This is Needed to Gaurantee the Reservation)

Card Holder’s Name______________________________

Credit Card_____________________________________

Card #_________________________________________

Signature_______________________________________

Every effort will be made to accomodate those guests arriving at the Omni prior to the designated check-in
time.  These rates are quoted exclusive of appropriate state and local taxes, which are currently 10.5%.  All
guests are required to present a valid credit card upon registration; no checks are accepted upon check-in.

The deadline for reservations is October 5, 2001.  Reservations may be made by calling Omni Reservations
at 800-THE-OMNI or mailing/faxing this form as per below.  If calling, be sure to mention the University

Council for Educational Administration to receive the special convention rate.

Check In Time 3:00 p.m.
Arrival Date_____________________

Check Out Time 12:00 p.m.
Departure Date___________________

Mail Directly To: Fax Directly To:

Each additional Person is $30.00 per night.

 Smoking  q

Two Guests - Two Beds - $131     qOne Guest - One Bed - $111         q
Two Guests - One Bed - $111            q

Non-Smoking  q

Suites - Call the hotel directly

These rates are available until October 5th. After this date rates increase substantailly. Please make your reservations early.
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Contributing to
the UCEA Review

C. John Tarter (St. John's U.) is Feature Editor
for the UCEA Review.  If you have ideas for
substantive feature articles, he would be happy
to hear from you.
C. John Tarter
School of Education
St. John's University
8000 Utopia Parkway
Jamaica, NY  11439
e-mail:  ctarter@aol.com
FAX:  (718) 990-6096

Elton Boone provides the editing and layout
for the Review.  If you have any suggestions
for future issues or comments on current ones,
please contact him at the UCEA office.
Elton Boone
UCEA
205 Hill Hall
Columbia, MO  65211-2185
boonee@missouri.edu

The University Council for
Educational Administration
205 Hill Hall
Columbia MO 65211-2185
(573) 884-8300
FAX  (573) 884-8302
www.ucea.org

2001-2002 Calendar

Review
The UCEA Review is published three times a year
(winter, spring, fall) and distributed as a member-
ship benefit by the University Council for Educa-
tional Administration (UCEA). Address changes
and other corrections should be sent to UCEA at the
above address.

UCEA Staff
Michelle D. Young ...........  Executive Director
George J. Petersen................Associate Director
Elton R. Boone .......... Assistant to the Director
Lisa C. Wright, CPA .......... Financial Director
C. John Tarter ........................... UCEA Review
Jeffrey A. St. Omer ............ Graduate Assistant
Charles Kuan-Yao Chiu .... Graduate Assistant
Bonnie L. Kilmer ............... Graduate Assistant

December 10...............................................Nominations due for the David L. Clark
            National Graduate Student Research Seminar

December..................................................National Policy Board in Educational
Administration Meeting, Washington, DC

September 19-21.......................................................UCEA-Johnson Foundation
Wingspread Conference, Racine, WI

October 31-November 1-2.....................................UCEA Governance Meetings
                                                               Omni Netherland Plaza, Cincinnati, OH

November 2-4.................................................................UCEA Convention 2001
                                                               Omni Netherland Plaza, Cincinnati, OH

November 2-4............................................UCEA Graduate Student Symposium
Omni Netherland Plaza, Cincinnati, OH

Non-Profit
Organization
U.S. Postage

PAID
Columbia, MO
Permit No. 255

June 19.......................................................National Policy Board in Educational
Administration Meeting, Washington, DC

November 1.......................................................UCEA Convention Pre-Sessions
                                                               Omni Netherland Plaza, Cincinnati, OH

February 14-15..........................................UCEA Executive Committee Meeting
Washington, DC

February 15-17.................................................Conference Within A Conference
  San Diego, CA

April.................................................................David L. Clark National Graduate
Student Research Seminar


